AMONG THE FARMERS.

c. JONES,

Smith & Machinist,

M Λ INK.
SOUTH PARIS.
"
St-ΕΚυ THK PLOW."
machinery, «team en
Manufacturer of genera'.machinery
and tool·,
work,
«pool
rftno*. mill
made
and
drille
and
die·
.lite. set screw·, tap·,
mo win* and threshing maCorrwpomU'nce on practical agricultural topic*
repaired. ->ewtng,
presses, guns. pl·la solicite*!.
Address all communications Inrine'·, iiurnpi of all kind·,
etc., neatly and promptly re
tended for this department to Bbmbt D.
trap·,
knlve·,
u>;».
done to order.
HtdMoKii, Agricultural K<lltor Oxford Demvlred. Steam and water piping
ocrat. Parle. Me.
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LBKKT D. PARK,

A Test for Winter
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MAINS.

SOUTH PARIS,
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Law,
\ttorney· and Counsellor·
MAINS.
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> special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parkei
George 1>. Blst-ee.

Surgeon Dentist,
MAINE.
90UTH PARIS,
All my beat work warranted.
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JONES,

Dentist,
MAINE.

NORWAY.
•
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jJORATlO

to li—1 to 4.

WOODBURY. A.M., A.D.,

Physician & Surgeon.

MAIN*.

>OlTTH PARIS,

·&< e and residence. H
r.

«*

High Street.

SMITH.

Attorney at Law,

MAINE
a specialty.

NORWAY,

Collection·

Horn»· Block.

IJ

h.Κ KICK A

PARK,

Attorneys at Law,

MAINE.
Park

BETHEL,
Herrick

Ellery C.

A l l'.aon K.

JOHN

S.

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.

DIXriELD,

Selectmen of the town uf Parts
Mica TeleKtspe« tfullv represent· the Mount
ο mat tt desire· to construct telephone
>ne
stretch
in said town of Paris, set poles and
this honorable
». e for the *auje. and tt asks
Unes
the
Unes,
I for permit to so construct
instructed and the poles set under the
ι.
The
select.
may
per*Μίι ofi an* officer you
desired
un
public ways" on which It is BuckKrom
Tlx.
follows.
are
a*
instruct Hues
highway leading
town line along the
Paris
»-h ttie Wbltteinore district, thence to
un the direct road al»o the road, leading by
to
i>rrt·. Small'· from the Wlilttemore dtetrlct
«· residence of A. L. A bbott.
A. E. DEAN, President.
1

tne

I*

i'ursuant to the foregoing petition. It
·· kkd that public notice there if be given by
last
lshlng tt In the Oxford Democrat, the
■tVe t. t« published at least fourteen days
Saturday, the 2&h day of November, A.
un which day a public heartng will be
I'
•
1 at Uie Selectmen's office, at South Paris
the afternoon, at
a,ce. at two o'clock in
vi
!.'h time and place any persons to be affected
And
tl.e location asked for may be heard.
«electmen hereby endorse that such public
îtee a- above ordered shall be sufficient upon
to the residents sud owners to be
t
κι

«

«

!»'itUun

aftrtMi thereby.

KHaNKLIN M AXIM, Selectmen
of
JK8SE C. HOWE,
J
) Paris.
H D HAMMOND,

Janitor Work.
>jperlntcn Mnic School Committee of the
w ,if Pari* Invite bids upon the .i tnltor work
Γ t c n· w HUM School i>ul 1·Hiiif an·) the Brick
kOM W South Paris VIllume f >r the
cn-ulng term or terms upon the following con
ntlons ami specifications, viz.
A bids «Mall be -ealed, marke 1 "Bid" on the
t-dde of package, and pat Into tne band· of the
ΑηΊ the Comt.i. lerslgned before I»ec. 1, 1*8.
Ittee reserve the right to reject any or all bide
Τ·

presented.

Γ be du tie- require·! of a janitor will be as
>wi
Kntlre floor space to l>e swept twice
VMk at the usual lime·. Corridor· to be
oftener at needed ami directed
much
wept as
tiie principal. School ruoœri and corridor»
M. on achool
A
e lieated to 6S=F. at 8 3U
IV», and temperature maintained throughout
<j lazing and orlluary small repairs to
ay
the
e promptly attended to by the janitor, and
and
ge m ral condition of the building, ground·
In a cndlUon eu'uble and
w.ι ks maintained
onvnlent fur use bv teachers and scholar»
ALTOS C. WHEELER.
Sec'y of tne Board.
South Parla, Me
♦•ι

■

FKOBATK NOTICES.
To a!1 persons Interested In either of the estate»
hereinafter named
At a Probate Court, held at Rum lord Kails, In
an 1 for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of Nov., In the year of our Lord one
The followthousand nine hundred and three.
lng matter having been presented for the action
la hereby
It
thereupon hereinafter Indicated,
• >κυκκκυ:

That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
i>u!>llshed three weeka successively In the Oxat South
ford Democrat, a newspaper
Parle, In said County, that thev may appear at a
hell at Parts, on
Probate Court to be
the thirl Tuesday of l>ec-, A. D. 19U3, at 9 of the
If
< lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon

published

they

see cause.

JOHN THO.M PSOS, late of Canton, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by John W. Thompson, the executor therein

uame<l.

JAMES K. COLE, late of Denmark, non comings mentis, dual account presented for allowance by Luther Trumbull, guardian.
ADDISON K. HKKK1CK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—aueat
ALBERT D. PARK. Keglatar

WANTED !
We

are

for

in the market

amount of Pine,

Spruce,

any

Fir, Pop-

lar, White Birch and all hard woods
cut in

The

paid

long logs
highest

and 4 foot

lengths.

price

will be

cash

for above delivered at

Kenney's

mill this

coming

J.

A.

winter.

The Mason Manufacturing Co.

South Paris.

Ironing Wanted.
Wasfiiiig and ironing

done in first
Washing and
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.

TO

THK

HKN8

My tiock of hens consists of fifty
Brown Leghorns and twelve Plymouth
Roc kg, Minorca» and mongrels* Onehalf of the Leghorns are pullets. It is
easy to tell the pullet eggs from the
rest, and those from the Plymouth
Kocks and Minorcasare readily distinguished. The Hock of sixty-two layers
and two roosters have nearly a square
rod of floor space (10 feet square).
They need more room, but as no other
house is available I am compelled to
keep the flock undivided. The first egg
of the winter was laid between the
holidays, and it was a brown one.
Singularly enough, oniy two brown eggs
have since been laid, although I have
gathered over six dozen eggs. Five dozen were pullet eggs.
While less than
five-twelfths of the flock are pullets,
they have laid live-sixths of the .eggs.
Applying figures, we flnd the pullets
have done over seven times better than
the old hens. The latter are two, three
and four years old.
It may be argued that the active pullets have secured a greater proportion
of food than the less active hens, especially the Plymouth Rocks. The
contrary is shown by the flesh put on by
the hens, which are now heavy and sleek.
I have given the flock abundant exercise
and the best care otherwise that I was
able to bestow. It had formerly been
my belief th it for winter laying the
heavy breeds are the best, but theory
bubbles are often exploded by actual
tests.
The morniug feed for the sixtyfour fowls consists of four quarts of
chopped corn and oats, with wheat bran
aud two handfuls of clover leaves. All
is moistened and mixed with warm
water and fed at full daylight.
About U
o'clock they have a pint of poor wheat
scattered in their scratching pen, 8 by
l<> feet. In an hour they have another
pint in the same way. At uoon I shell a
peck of ear corn and scatter part of it
in the litter, and at 3 and 4 p. u. they get
the rest. Coal ashes are sifted with a
bean sieve and given them, besides oyster shells, but they prefer the former.
I give them meat scraps ami bones from
the table, also chopped potatoes occasionally. The coal ashes serve for a
ilust bath, and the small portions are
eaten with avidity.
It may seem like giving the hens too
nearly constant attention; more «ο than
line's other work will usually permit.
This is true in many cases, but those who
will devote plenty of time and thought
to their hens in winter are generally re
warded accordingly. The production of
eggs in winter is confining work, but
Under slack care it
not unpleasant.
is possible aud probable that the Plymouth Rocks would outdo the Leghorns
it the egg basket, but the total receipts
from the hens would be meagre indeed.
I like a breed of hens that will bear
pushing in winter, but in crowding the
Plymouth Rocks they soon become too
fat for laying. I would discard them
intirely if it were not for their service as
incubators and brooders.
They will
t>e placed at this work early in spring,
but the chicks will belong to a lighter
ind more active breed than the foster
mother.—New York Tribune Farmer.
.Maine College of Agriculture.
The following is the calendar of courses
for tbe year 1903-4, at the college of
Agiiculture of the University of Maine:
September 17, 1903, Thursday, fall
term of the uuiversity begins.
October 13, 1903, Tuesday, fall term
i>f school course begins.
January 5, 1904, Tuesday, short winter course in agriculture, horticulture
and dairying begins.
January 2V, 1904, Friday, fall term of
school course ends.
January 29, 1904, Friday, fall term of
the uuiversity ends.
February 1, 1904, Monday, spring term
Df the university begins.
February 2, 1904, Tuesday, spring term

begins.
February 19, 1904, Friday, short winter course in agriculture, horticulture
and dairying ends.
February 23, 1904, Tuesday, special
course in poultry raising and horticulture begins.
March 11, 1904, Friday, special course

i>f the school course

iu

poultry raising and horticulture ends.
May 27, 1904, Friday, spring term of

ichool course ends.
June 8, 1904, Wednesday,
i)f the university ends.
COMXIKNCKMKNT.

Oculist,

will be at Elm House, Norway,
to
Wednesday, Dec. 2nd, 9 A. M.
S P. M.
Examined free.

term

ichool course. The spring term will continue until May 27; the summer term is
abolished; the fall term next year will
begin September 1.
For particulars regarding any course
in the university address
President ϋιοκβι E. Fellows,
Orono, Maine.

Fruit in London.

from some of the prices quoted for fruit at retail in the London market, it would be possible for American
ruit growers to export to the United
kingdom an even larger amountin than
the
there. We tind
we now send
l.ondon Telegraph of Oct. 17 that cran>erries, which are rather small and not
>f particularly good quality this year,
cents a
jring from eighteen to nineteen
apples can be
pound at retail. Good cents
a dozen,
purchased at about fifty
and cheaper varierapes of the poorer
a
ty were selling at eleven cents pound,
while quinces could not be purchased
are
those
If
under eight cents each.
ruling rates, they would seem to offer
fruit
in excellent opportunity for our
With modern methods of
growers.
transportation, fruit can be delivered in
London in excellent condition, and un-

Judging

less there is an exceptionally wide difference between English wholesale and
retail prices, shipers from this country
to receive a very fair return

Tenney,

spring

The Corn Crop of The Year.

▲ prominent Board of Trade man in a
conversation with an editor of the
Breeders' Gazette said last Friday:
"You may go on record as stating that
the corn crop of 1903 will amount more
nearly to three billion bushels than it
will to two and one-half billions. I have
lately had advices from Nebraska in
which it is stated that that state will
produce, has already saved now clear
out of the way of everything, 33 per cent
more corn than it did last season and the
In Illinois the
same is true of Iowa.
condition is about the same. Things
have been changing rapidly of late in the
com crop.
Aug. 15 I was satisfied that
the corn in my fields would not at the
best make 15 bushels the acre. I have
cut it now and I am sure it will make
85 bushels.
Every day of this tine
weather puts millions more corn out of
the reach of possible damage and all
things considered there is every reason
to expect the largest crop on record.
The acreage is much increased over that
of last year when the yield was around
two and one-half billions of bushels.
The late line weather has done what the
summer failed to do and everywhere the
prospect is for the largest yield of corn
in the history of this country."
(Questioned further, this trader said
that he was satisfied that 75 per cent of
the Iowa acreage would produce merchantable corn, and that the same would
prove true of all the districts which
were not permanently damaged by the
frosts in the middle of September.
Samples of corn, he stated, shown on
the board from Indiana and Ohio indicated tine yields for those states, and
the manner in which some of the largest
interests had been standing from below
during the past three weeks showed as
much as anything else what the general
sentiment is among the men who should
know best.
Taking the government figures as a
basis, we see that the condition at Oct.
1 indicated a yield of nearly 2,200,000,000
bushels. Since the publication of that
report we have had, at this writing, sixteen days of remarkably tine weather,
the weather map at times not showing a
shower or a cold snap in the entire cornbelt. That ninst have most materially
increased the total production, but how
many millions of bushels it is hard to
say. It is figured that about 500,000,000
bushels of the 1902 crop of corn are in
the bauds of farmers or elevators at the
present time. Granting that to be true
and figuring at the same time that the
Danubian and other European corn-growing regions are shipping immense amounts
each week, while the Argentine has
broken all its records in the way of corn
exportation, it would seem in the estimation of the traders that there is
little hope of higher prices for corn this
If in addition to this the presseason.
ent crop is to run out to three billions or
thereby, there need be no fear of any
scarcity of corn for any purpose, and
naturally with lowered corn values stock
prices must retrograde. It is the general opinion of men who claim to understand the corn situation at the present
writing that lower prices for corn and
meats on the hoof must inevitably be
Faced within a very short time.

The

Prospects
concensus

of Beef Prices.

By MAURICE THOMPSON

[

Ca»»<«H ■"*· >» ·» bowen-nerrill contant

iiininniiiiniiiiK miiiiin iiiiMKimiMt·
the gallery blowing a flute that M.
from
Koussillon lmd brought him

Ι'ΠΛΡΤΒΠ IV.
TlIK KlltST ΜΛΥΟΚ OK

GOVEHNOIt

TINCEÎfNEH.

ABBOTT probnblj
never so much us lienrd of tin
claim· Jeanne of French brand)
sent to liiin by his creole frienc
He had been gom
In New Orleans.
from Vlucennes several months whet
the battean arrived, having been re
called to Detroit by the British au
tborltles. and he never returned. Mean
time the little post with Its quaint cab
ins and its dilapidated blockhouse, call
ed Fort Hack ville, lay sunning drowsily
by the river in a blissful state of help
lessness from the military point ol
view. There was no garrison, the twe
or three pieces of artillery, abandoned
and ex|K)sed. gathered rust ami cob
webs, while the pickets of the stockade
decaying and loosened in the ground by
winter freezes' and summer rains, lean
ed in all directions, a picture of decay
and inefficiency.
M. Gaspard Iloussillon was lookeil
upon as the aristocrat par excellence ol
Vincennes. notwithstanding the fact
that his name bore no suggestion of no
ble and titled ancestry. He was rich

and in a measure educated: moreover,
the successful man's patent of leadership. a commanding figure and a suave
mauuer. came always to his assistance
when a crisis presented itself. He trad

ed shrewdly, much to his own profit,
but invariably with the excellent result that the man, white or Indian,
»Ph whom he did business felt him·
•«i If especially favored in the transaction.
By the exercise of firmness, prudence. vast assumption, florid eloquence
and a kiudly liberality he had greatly
endeannl himself to the !>eople. so that
in the absence of a military commander lie came naturally to l>e regarded as
the chief of the towu. m'sieu' le unira.
He returned from his extended trading expedition about the middle of
July, bringiug, as was his invariable
rule, a gift for Alice. This time it was
a small, thin disk of white flint, with
a hole in the center through which a
beaded cord of sinew was looped. The
edge of the disk was beautifully notch-

ed and the whole surface polished so
that it shone like glass, while the
beads, made of very small segments of

variously dyed,
opinion among au- porcupine quills,
subject seems to be that making a curiously gaudy show of

thorities on the
beef cattle will be well maintained during the coming season. The first effect
of a short corn crop is generally a rush
af thin half-fed cattle upon the market,
But
with consequent tumble in prices.
Che present diminution in the corn crop
teems to have been fully discounted.
There is a large amount of soft corn
which must be fed out, and this creates
for feeders, maintaining
in active call
the prices for that class of stock. Possibly they may hereafter crowd the market at times, but the feeling is generally
liopeful of good prices. The Chicago
Live Stock Market Reporter says:
"XotwithstaiiJing the prospect that
the corn crop will fall below an average
yield, we believe the outlook warrants
lis in expressing the opinion that the
man who buys feeders at the prices now
prevailing and turns them into beef will
realize a profit on his investment. Ilow
'arge or how small that profit will be is
Line of the things no man can say.
"Be the corn crop big or little we must
bave beef. If corn is high there will be
fewer cattle fattened and as an inevitable!
result prices for such will corresponding
Because feeders bought
ly advance.
last fall at $r>.00 and 55.50 failed to make
money is no reason that they are nota
safe investment at $4.00 and $4.50, at
which prices good to choice well bred
feeders can be bought on the Chicago
market, with a plain but useless class at
£5 aud 50 cents per 100 pounds less.
"At the preseut time, in the very
beight of the western cattle movement
Mid with enormous supplies of killing
cattle being poured into the market
From all sources, well fatted beeves command $0.00 or better, and there is every
reason to expect a strengthening rather
than a weekening fat cattle market, after
the grasses are thtough and the slaugh-

for their

consignments.—Herald.

When our big dailies take so much
interest in the problems relating to tbe
of the
farm, it indicates an appreciation
industry which should inspire zeal and
new courage.—Maine Farmer.
In trotting a mile in 1.5Sf, Lou Dillon
covered 54 53-100 feet every second. It

terers are

We have been interested lately in looking over some of the business done by
some of our states and the manner in
which their finances are managed. It
lias been the proud boast of Maine for
>ears that economy and good business
management ruled in its councils, but
what can be said in view of the following
facts?
Wisconsin is clear of debt; New Jersey has been clear since Jan. 1, 1902;
tfebniska paid off the last bonded iniebtedness in December, 1901; West
Virginia has no bonded debt; the great
state of Illinois has a bonded indebtediess of only 918,500, on bonds which
lave ceased to draw interest but have
surrendered for payment.
lot been
Iowa has a bonded indebtedness of lees
than $11,000; Pennsylvania has a netiniebtednessof about $500,000; Oregon has
no debt at all.
But when we strike New England,
things change. Massachusetts has a net
iirect debt of $13,600,000, and a contingent debt of $52,000,000 more, and
Maine is evidently keeping pace with
the mother state to the tune of $2,3S1,074.
—Maine Farmer.

were

colors.
"There now. ma chcrle. Is something
worth fifty times its weight in gold."
said M. Boussillon when he presented
the necklace to his foster daughter
with pardonable self satisfaction. "It

is a sacred charm string given me by
an old heathen who would sell his soul
for a pint of cheap ruin. He solemnly
informed uie that whoever wore it
could not by any possibility be killed

by

an

enemy."

Alice kissed XI. Boussillon.
"It's so curious and beautiful," she
said, holding it up ami drawing the
variegated string through lier lingers.
Then with her mischievous laugh she
added: "And I'm glad it is so powerful
against one's enemy. I'll wear it whenever I go where Adrienne Bourcier is.

fine red varieties in good condition are
selling to give nets from $2 to $2.75 here
in Boston.
Occasionally fancy lots of
Kings sell to give nets here in Boston at
13.50 to $4. Greenings and other cooking apples are in good demand, and selling to give nets from $2 to $2.75.
Latest mail advices continue to speak
of the excellent demand for American
and Canadian apples. The great bulk
of the arrivals are in good condition,
and there seems to be no letting up in
the demand from home and Continental
buyers. Good prices are looked for for
another month or six weeks at least.
Growers should get their fruit forward
at once, and American and Canadian
apples should be marketed before the
advent of the Tasmanian fruit, which
commences to arrive in England at the
end of the vear, and the crop is said to
be unusually fine and large. —George A.
Cochrane, Apple Exporter, Boston.

Inquire

how

pocket

get
book."

good

prosy lecture.

Quebec.
The pipe well filled and lighted ap-

parently did have the effect to steady
and encourage M. Roussillon's memory. or. If not his memory, then his imuginutlou. which wae of that fervid
und liberal sort common to natives of
the Midi and which has been exquisitely depicted by the late Alphonse DauHe
det in Tartarin and Rompard.
leaned far back In a strong chair, with

his massive legs stretched at full length,
and gazed at the roof poles while he

talked.

In the first place, he had not been In
or Montreal during his absence
from home. Most of the time he had
spent dlsjtosing of pelts and furs at Detroit and In extending his trading relations with other posts, but what mattered a trifling Avant of facts when his
meridional fancy once began to warm
up? A smattering of social knowledge,
gained at first hand In his youthful
days in France while be was a student
whose parents fondly expected him toconquer the world, came to his aid. and.
liesidcs. he had saturated himself all

Quebec

his life with poetry and romance. Scudery, Scarron. Prévost, Mme. La Fayette and Oalprenede were the chief
sources of his information touching the

life and manners, morals and ga.veties
of people who. as he supposed, stirred
the surface of that resplendent and far
off ocean called society.
Alice was absolutely charmed. She
sat on a low wooden stool and gazed Into Gaspard Roussillon's face with dilating eyes In which burned that rich and

call a passionate
radiant something
She drank In his flamboyant
soul.
stream of words with a thirst which
nothing but experience could ever
we

quench.

He felt her silent applause

and the admiring involuntary absorption that itossessed his wife. The consciousness of his elementary magnetIsm augmented the flow of his fine descriptions. and he went on and on until
the arrival of Father Reret put an end

to It all.
The priest, hearing of M. Roussillon's
return, had come to inquire al»out some
He took
friends living at Detroit.
luncheon with the family, enjoying the
downright refreshing collation of broiled birds, onions, meal cakes and claret,
ending with a dish of blackberries and
cream.

M. Roussillon seized the first oppor-

tunity to resume his successful romancing and presently in the midst of the
meal began to tell Father Reret about
what he had seen in Quebec.
"R.v the way," he said, with expansive casuainess in his voice, "I called
coadupou your old time friend and

kirge hand, as a heavy and roughly
fond man is apt to do, adding in an almost serious tone:
"But my little girl is better than most
of them—not u foolish mischief maker.
1 hojie."
Alice was puttiug her head through
the string of beads and letting the
translucent white disk fall into lier

bosom.
"It's time to change the subject,"
"Tell me what you have
said she.
1 wish I could go
seen while away.
fur ofT and see things. Have you been
to Detroit. Quebec. .Montreal?"
"Yes. I've been to all. a long, hard
\ou
journey, but reasjnably profitable.
shall have a goodly dot when you get

married, my child."
"And did you attend any parties or
balls?" she Inquired quickly, ignoring
his concluding remark. "Tell me about
them. 1 want to know what you saw
in the great towns—In the flue houses
—how the ladies looked, how they ucted—what they said—the dresses they
"del! You will split my ears, child.
Can't you fill my pipe and bring it to
Then I'll try to
me with a coal on?
tell you what I can." he cried, assuming a humorously resigned air. "Per-

evhaps if I smoke I can remember
erything."
Alice gladly ran to do what was

asked.

Meantime Jean

Calf

was

out

on

Scours Cured
w·'

cerned!"
"You never told me of your birthmark before, my daughter," said Father Ber»t. filming to Alice with sud"It may some day be
den interest.

good fortune to you."
"Why so. father?"

"If your family name i9 really Tarleton. as you suppose from the inscription on your locket. the birthmark, being of such singular shape, would probably identify yon. It Is s;ihl that these
marks run regularly In families. With
the miniature and the distinguishing
birthmark you have enough to make a
•trong case should you once find the

The mention of novels reminded
Father Beret of that terrible book
which he last saw In Alice's possession,
and he could not refrain from mentioning It In a voice that shuddered.
"Rest easy. Father Beret." said Alice.
"That Is one novel I have found wholI tried to read It,
me.
but could not do It. I flung It aside
You and Mother
in utter disgust.
Itoussillou are welcome to hide It deep
I don't enjoy
as a well for ali I care.
reading about low. vile people and
hopeless unfortunates. I like sweet

ly distasteful to

and lovely heroines and strong, high
souled, brave heroes. ^
"Read about the blessed saints, then,
my daughter. You will find in them
the true heroes and heroines of this

world." said Father Beret.
M. Rousslllon changed the subject,
for he always somehow (lreadwl to
have the good priest fall Into the strain
of argument he was about to begin. A
matter how refractory,
feels a touch of longing when it hears
M. Rousslllon
the shepherd's voice.
was a Catholic, but a straying one. and

stray sheep,

no

he had promised the dying woman
who gave Allée to him that the child
should be l»*ft as she was, a Protestant,
without undue influence to change her
from the faith of her parents. This
promise he hail kept with stubborn persistence. anil he meant to keep It as
he lived.
A few weeks had passed after XI.
Rousslllon's return when that big
hearted mau took It Into his head to

long

Witt)

ubnoiuuiu

ciuirmca.

been here. Ah, you should have seen
his dear old eyes full of loving tears.
He would walk a hundred uiiles to see
to in
you. he said, but never expected
Blessings, blessings upon
this world.
dear Father Beret, was what he mur-

mured in my ear when we were partlug. He saye that he will never leave
Quebec until he goes to his home
above—ah!"

The way In which M. Roussi lion
closed his little speech, his large eyes
upturned, his huge hands clas[>cd in
front of him, was very effective.
"1 am under many obligations, my
son," said Father Beret, "for what you
tell me. It was good of you to remember my dear old frleud and go to him
for his loving messages to me. I am

to anvery, very thankful. Help me
other drop of wine, please."
Now the extraordinary feature of the
situation was that Father Beret had
known positively for nearly five years
that Father Sebastian was dead and

buried.

celebrate his successful trading ventures with a liooulight dance given
without reserve to all the inhabitants
of Ylnceiines. It was certainly a democratic function that he contemplated,
and motley to a most picturesque ex-

tent.
Rene de Ronvllle called upon Alice a
day or two previous to the occasion
and duly engaged her as his partenaire,
but she Insisted upon having the engagement guarded in her behalf by a
condition so obviously fanciful that he

in

will

come

true

sooner

or

"A very pretty twist you give to my
words, I must declare," she said, "but
not new by any means. Little Adrlenne
Bourcler could tell you that. She says
that you have vowed to her over anil
over that you dream alwut her and
wish for her and wait for her, precisely
as you have just said to me."
Rene's brown face flushed to the temthe
ples. partly with ringer, partly with
shock of mingled surprise and fear.

He was guilty, and the guilt showed
In his eyes and paralyzed his tongue,
so that he sat there before Alice with
his underjaw sagging ludicrously.
"Don't you rather think, M. Rene
de Ronvllle," she presently added In a
calm, advisory tone, "that you had
better quit trying to say such foolish
things to me and just be my very good
friend? If you don't I do, which comes
What's more, I
to the saine thing.
won't be your partenaire at the dance
unless you promise me on your word
of honor that you will dance two
dances with Adrlenne to every one
that you have with me. Do you promise?"
He da ml not oppose her outwardly,
although In Ills heart resistance
amounted to furious revolt and riot
"I promise anything you ask me to,"
be said resignedly, almost sullenly.

"Ah, yes," M. Roussiilon continued, "Anything for you."
"Well, I ask nothing whatever on
pouring the claret with one hand and
making a pious gesture with the other. my own account," Alice quickly replied,
"The dear old man loves you and prays "but I do tell you firmly that you shall
for you. His voice quavers whenever
be speaks of you."
"Doubtless he made his old joke to
shoulyou about the birthmark on my
der." said Father Beret after a moment of apparently thoughtful silence.
"He may have said something about It
in a playful way, eh?"
"True, true; why, yes, he surely mentioned the same," assented M. Rous-

si lion, hie face assuming an expression
of confused memory. "It was someit
thing sly and humorous, I mind, but
Just escapes my recollection. A right
old boy is Father Sebastian. In-

Jolly

Κ

'j be
I

chuckled heartily, meantime glnnc-

ther Gibault. Oncle Jazon constituted
himself au executive committee of one
to stir up η noise for the occasion.
It was a great day for Vincennes.
volatile temperament of the
The

wuii th.

frontlersmee bubbled over
French
with enthusiasm at the first hint of
something new and revolutionary in
which they might be expected to take
part. Without knowing In the least
what it was that Father Gibault and
Oncle Jazon wanted of them, they
were all in favor of it aï a venture.
Rene de Ronville, being an active and
intelligent young man, was sent about

"

once

^VT'JtTt VZ"·,Γ.',"!."ϋ
gin
commanding superior, 'ί,Λίπ^Γ,
n„„

pssjiyod to break out
barraeameut and
-nip

or nis

em

·»

WtaKd

t" him .» veil M * her that
In η
he bad fallen to rise no more
shlect defeat be accepted the term·
by Alice and «a. glad when
,he adroitly changed her manner and
tone
going on to dlKO» the a,preaching dance.
nw.t or
0(
"Now. let me make one requeet.
yon." he demanded after a while. It ·

SfitTtert

1™

HJ

small favor. May I aek
„
"Yes, but I don't grant It In
"1 want you to wear, for my fake, t
bufT pown which tbey eay was your
ο

advance.

grandmother's."

•'No, I won't wear It.
"But why. Alice?"

W"But. then,

not maltreat little Adrlenne Bourcler
and remain a friend of mine. She loves
have
you, Rene de Ronvllle, and you
told lier that you love her. If you are
a man worthy of respect you will not
desert her. Don't you think I am

right?"

Aching Joints

In the fingers, tocs, arme, and other

jointe that are
parte
inflamed and swollen by rheumatism—
of the

body,

are

that acid condition of the blood which
affecte thu muscles also.
Sufferers dread to move, especially
after sitting or lying long, and their
condition is commonly worse in wet
weather.

"It bas been η long time since we bare
My
been without Hood's .Sarsaparllla.
father thinks he could not do without It.
He has been troubled with rheumatism
since he was a boy, and Hood's Sarsaparllla Is the only medicine lie can take that
will enable him to take his place In the
field." Miss Aim Duty, Sidney, Iowa.

...

o|

none

of them i« boautlfiil
\ou

and educated like yon," he said.

outshine them anyway.
"Save your compliments

for

«nor
poor

firmjy ^

pretty little Adrlenne." she
Bonnded
"I positively do not
I havw agreed to
hear them.

wish tc
be you.
at this dance of Papa Rouseillon's, but it is understood between u«
1
that Adrlenne is your sweetheart.
am not, and I'm not going to be either
So for your sake and Adrleune s.
well a» ont of conrfderatlo.'
of the ciris who have no fine dresses, !
am not uoinn to wear the M
gown that belonged to ^
Ion's mother long ago. I shall dre

ÛnrLnalre

bjjjjg

J0™

^It safest) sair'

that Rene de Ronis
ville went home with a

tr®n^^™^jj^
loved^nn
.AUce.

before him and since has
Adrlenne and been dazzled by a
Λ violet is sweet, but a rese is he gar
den's queeii. The poor you hful fwn
tlereman ought to
but he was not. and what baxe we
man

MThe dance did
a

rumor

^fto
It hn«I

not come off.

tliroUf,n

ran

as

"If that's so." said Rene, "you and 1
will get married, for I've dreamed It
every night of the year, wished for It,
waited for it and believed in it, and"-

Altec

IlUkearta^lnndcrll.pMmo'J"1»;
»«·'"
trying to rise
IZ *■<

"None of tlie other girls have
right Tarleton family."
"You talk as they write in novel·," like such a <*'*«· It would not be right
said Alice. "I've road about Just such for me to put it on and make them all
things in them. Wouldn't it be grand feel that I bad taken the a<l«,otnge
if I should turn out to be some great them. Juet because I could.
personage In disguise!"

later."

Dig»«tiv·

Paris, Me.

the tail of bis eye.
"It's on tlie back of his shoulder,"
quickly spoke up M. Rousslllon. "and
you know priests never use looking
glasses. The mark Is quite Invisible
therefore so far as Father Beret Is con-

lieves

deed very amusing at times."
Hood Farm
taken 24 boars aftei
"At times, yes," said Father Beret
1
Calf Scour Cur· birth with scours ο who had no birthmark on bis shoulder
* watery, foamy na
and had never had one there or on any
9 r»H
ana
tore, was weak anc other part of his person.
"How strange!" Alice remarked. "I,
,
on my shoulder—a
doses of Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure anc I too, have a mark
Digestive Powder brought It around al I pink spot, just like a small, Ave petaled
right and it baa been doing well ever since.' flower. We must be of kin to each
M. E. Ruth, Hanover, Pa.
other. Father Beret."
"
Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and Dlges
The priest laughed.
tive Powder cured three bad cases of scoun ι
"If our marks are alike, that would
Powdei
the
find
I
Digestive
in my herd.
be some evidence of kinship," be said.
es the calf strength and appetite." L. C
"But what shape is yours, father?"
thboks, Hebron, Conn.
"I've never seen it," he responded.
Two sixes of each-V and fUO. Call fo
circular on Calf Scour Treatment.
"Never sean It! Why?"
For sale by F. A. Samrrurr A Co., Sooti
"Well. It's absolutely invisible," and

"My ca,f

of

fuluess.
"You promise me?" she Insisted.
"Oh, I promise to slink away into a
corner and chew my thumb the moment he comes!" Rene eagerly assented. "Of course I'm taking a great risk,
I know, for lords and barons and
knights are very apt to appear suddenly in a place like this."
"You may banter and make light If
adyou want to." she said, pouting
mirably. "I don't care. All the same,
the laugh will jump to the other corner
of your uiouth; see If It doesn't They
about
say that what a person dreams
and wishes for and waits for and be-

deed; 1 was but chaffing."
"Oood friends, but enemies: that's
Who's the
how it is with women.
coolness?
young man that's caused the
He laughed
I could guess, maybe!"
and wiuked knowingly. ".May 1 be so
bold as to name him at a venture?"
"Yes. if you'll be sure to mention XI.
Bene de Bonvillc." she gayly answered.
"Who but he could work Adrienne up
into a perfect green mist of jealousy?"
"He would need an accomplice. 1
should imagine: a young lady of some

"Γοΐι! Like every pretty maiden In
the whole world, ilia petite coquette.
They're all alike as peas. cruel as blue
jays and as sweet as apple blossoms."
He stroked lier hair clumsily with his

out

accepted it without argument.
"If my wandering knight should arrive during the dance, you promise to
stand aside and give place to him,"
"You promise that?
she stipulated.
You see, I'm expecting him all the
I dreamed last night that he
time.
jutor, Father Sebastian, while up came on a great bay horse and, stoopthere. A noble old man. Ile sent you ing. whirled me up behind the saddle
Was and away we went!"
thousand
a
good messages.
There was a childish, half bantering
mightily delighted when I told him
how happy and hale you have always air In her look, but her voice sounded
earnest and serious, notwithstanding
its delicious timbre of suppressed play-

See if 1 don't!"
"is she your enemy V What's up between you and la
i>etite Adrienne.
eh'/" XI. Boussillon lightly demanded.
"You were always the best of good
friends. 1 thought. What's happened?"
"Oh. we are good friends." said
Alice quickly, "very good friends, in-

The Foreign Apple Markets.
Cable advices from all foreign apple
markets report them as very active, and
notwithstanding arrivals are large, they
All wore—how"—
ire cleared daily at good prices.

Jackson.

JACKSON,
J. S. WRIGHT.

ALICE of OLD
VINCENNES

of

is necessary to average 44 feet every
second to make a mile in two minutes.
The records of Cresceus, Major Del mar,
Alix and Maud 8. are 1.5Θ 3-4, 2.00,
Eyes
Lou Dillon beat
2.03 3-4, 2.08 3-4.
MaCresceus 55 «9-100 feet to the mile.
9-10
rAM FOB SULK.
Del mar 06 S3-100 feet, Alix 233
jor
acre*
good
Farm for sale In Kast Sumner. 179
S. 456 3-5 feet.
cord· hard wood, feet and Maud
.and, wood lot containing **)
Cuts from 90
some oak. ash, hemlock and pine.
and
in the
Don't leave the young cattle
to » tons good hay, has apples, pears
two miles
fails to keep
uiunis. Located one mile from school,
railroad. h ll pastures after the grass
from churches, store, post office and
them in thriving condition. It is poor
And on telephoue Une. Address,
or sheep to reW. H. DOWNS.
economy to allow cattle
East Sumner, Me.
main in the old dry pastures till they
shrink in weight for want of sufficient
Now is the best time of the whole
the
T· LET.
food. It is difficult to see where
to examine young trees for borers.
in
year
is
stock
when
losing
in
comes
Look around the collar of the trees for
The place known as the Mrs. gain
weight each day.
the evidence of their presence and if
Merrill place on High Street, South
found kill 'em.
and
Farm
from
Turf,
wisdom
of
bit
A
L. L.
Paris, owned
a good
Home: "Strangeas it may seem
discussion in a programme
A
Good rents for two small families. horse will often prove a greater injury from lively
men who understand
intelligent
especially
a
one,
than
man
a
poor
of
t to
are talking aboutis many
Water in the house.
know when and what they
doesn't
man
the
when
ι
than a long drawn
or
animal into hie time· more instructive
A. K.
the
to

by

«m

Ing shrewdly at M. Rousslllon

f fM&f tftîfMSf

Mill»»»»»»»»»» »

again compelled to rely wholly
»n the corn-fed product.
Altogether we beauty and a good deal of heartlessSeptember 1, 11*04, Wednesday, fall consider the outlook for feeding much ness."
iJim of school course begins.
better this fall than a year ago.''—New
"Like whom, for example?" And she
September 22, 1904, Thursday, fall England Farmer.
tossed her bright head. "Not me. 1 am
term of the university begins.
sure."
iy Note the change in time of the
State Debts.

might expect
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Of a small party, bad
Knskaskla. far away on the Mississippi,
with the news that France and the
American colonie, had made common
in* the
war of which the people of

Sfa*"

neither knew the cause nor cared
straw about the outcome.
Oncle Jazon who came to h
it was υι
Rousslllon place to tell13 Roussllion
vhat he was wanted at the rim houst

ÏÎ

Mice met him at the door.
"Come in. Onele Jazon, she
p-ttlng to I* a

sali. "Îouare
newedob0yo« MnffV
-

h

cheerilj

Strang
^

οχ"«;λ:,^

finitely dangerous

to

jump

.η.
out and

seize his nose.
»*. thousand thanks, m am eel

.,

to see

m

k«

'lm.'

"Yes, Oncle Jazon; but first be Heated
and let me offer you Just a drop of eau
de vie, some that Papa Itoussillon
brought back with him from Quebec
He says It's old and fine."
She poured him a full glass, then,
setting the bottle on a little stand, went
to firul M. Itoussillon. While she was
absent Oncle Jazon Improved his opportunity to the fullest extent. At least
three additional glasses of the brandy
went the way of the first. He grinned
atrociously and smacked his corrugated lips, but when Gaspard Itoussillon
at
came In the old man was sitting
some distance from the bottle and
glass, gazing indifferently out

across

He told his story curtly.
Father Glbault, he said, had sent him
the
to ask M. Itoussillon to come to
river house, as he had news of great

the veranda.

communicate.
Importance
"Ah, well, Oncle Jazon. we'll have a
nip of brandy together before we go."
to

said the host.

"Why, yes, Jes' one ag'ln' the brollln'
weather," assented Oncle Jazon. "I
don't mind Jes' one."
"A very rich friend of mine In Que
bee gave me this brandy. Oncle Jazon,"
said M. Itoussillon, pouring the liquor
with a grand tlourisb. "and I thought
of you as soon as I got It. Now, says
I

to

myself.

If any man knows

good

brandy when he tastes It. It's Oncle
Jazon, and I'll give him a good chance
at this bottle just the tirst of all unfriends."
"It surely Is delicious," said Oncle
He s|>oke
Jazon, "very delicious."
French with a curious accent, having
spent long years with English speaking
frontiersmen in the Carollnas and Kenbecome
tucky, so that their lingo had

his own.
As they walked side by side down the
looked like
way to the nver house they
typical extremes of rough, sunburned
and weather tanned manhood—Oncle
Jazon a wizened, diminutive scrap,
wrinkled and odd In every respect:
Gaspard Itoussillon towering six feel
lumbertwo, wide shouldered, massive,
curling. muscular, a giant, with long
did
ing hair and a superb beard. They
not know tluvt they were going down
to
to help dedicate the great uorthwest
freedom.

CHAPTER V.
FATHER OIBAULT.

movements in the affairs
are like tides of the
seaa, which reach and affect
and
quietest
remotest
the

GREAT
.of

men

nooks and Inlet·, Imparting a thrill
and a swell of the general motion.
Father Glbault brought the wave of
the American Revolution to Vincennes.
he
He was a simple missionary, but
was, besides, a man of great worldly
knowledge and personal force. Colouel
George Rogers Clark made Father
Glbault's acquaintance at Kaskaskla
when the fort and Its garrison surrendered to bis command, and, quickly
the fine quality of the

discerning

character, sent him to the post
the Wabash to win over its people
to the cause of freedom and IndependNor was the task assumed a
ence.

priest's
on

bard one, as Father Glbault probably
well knew before he undertook it
▲ few of the leading men of VinGaspard
cennes, presided over by
RousslUon, held a consultation at the
river house, and It was agreed that a
mass meeting should be called, bringing all of the inhabitants together in
the church, for the purpose of considand Pills
course to be taken under
Bemove the cause of rheumatism—no ering the
the circumstance· made known by Faoutward application can. Take them.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

through the town to let everybody
know of the meeting. In passing he
■tepjied iuto the cabin of Father Beret,
who was sitting on the louse puncheon
floor, with his back turned toward the
entrance and so absorb«>d in trying to
put together a great number of small
pa(»er fragments that he did not hear

look up.
"Are you not going to the meeting,
father?" Rene bluntly demanded. In
the hurry that was on him he did not
remember to be formally polite, as was
his habit.
The old priest looked up with a startled face. At the same time he swept
the fragments of paper together and
clutched themJiard in his right hand.
"Yes. yes, my son: yes, I am going,
but the time has not yet come for it.
has it V* he stammered. "Is it late?"
He sprang to his feet and appeared
confused, as if caught In doing someor

thing very improper.
Rene wondered at this unusual behavior, but merely said:
"I l»eK pardon, Father Beret. I did
not mean to disturb you," and went his

way.
Father Beret stood for some minutes as if dazed, then squeezed the paper fragments info a tight ball, just as
they were when he took them from under the floor some time before Rene
A
came in, and put it in his pocket.
little later he was kneeling, as we have
in silent yet
seen him ouce before,
fervent prayer, his clasped hands lifted
toward the crticiflr on the wall.
"Jesus, give me strength to hold on
and do my work," he murmured be-

seechingly. "And, oh, free thy i»oor
servant from bitter temptation."
Father Gibault had come prepared
to use his eloquence upon the excitable
Creoles, and with considerable cunning
he addressed a motley audience at the
church, telling them that an American
force had taken Kaskaskia and would
thenceforth hold it; that France had
joined hands with the Americans
against the British, ami that It was the
duty of all Frenchmen
the cause of

freedom

to

help uphold

and

independ-

ence.

"I come," said he, "directly from
Colonel George Rogers Çlark. a noble
and brave officer of the American
I
army, who told me the news that
have brought to you. lie sent me here
to say to you that if you will give allegiance to his government you shall
be protected against all enemies aid
I
have the full freedom of citizens.
think you should do this without a
moment's hesitation, as I and my people at Kaskaskia have already done.
But perhaps you would like to have
fela word from your distinguished
low citizen, M. Gaspard Rousslllon.
Speak to your friends, my son: they
will be glad to take counsel of your
wisdom."
There were a stir and a craning of
M. Rousslllon presently apnecks.
peared near the chancel, his great
form towering majestically. He bowed

and waved his hand with the air of one
who accepts distinction as a matter
of course; then he took his big silver
watch and looked at It. He was the
a
only man in Vincennes who owned
watch, and so the incident was imlooked
Gibault
Father
pressive.
pleased, and already a murmur of apwent through the audience. M.

plause
Rousslllon stroked the bulging crystal
of the timepiece with a circular motion
of his thumb and bowed again, clearing his throat resonantly, his face
growing purplish above his beard.
friends." he said, "what
"Good
France does all high class Frenchmen

of
applaud." Ile paused for a shout
approbation and was not disappointed.
"The other name for France is glory."

he added, "and all true Frenchmen
love both names. I am a true Frenchman!" and he struck Ills breast a re
sounding blow with the hand that
still held the watch. A huge horn button on his buckskin Jerkin came in con
tact with the crystal and there wi.s a
smash, followed by a scattered tin-

kling of class fragments.

Loss of Flesh

When you can't eat breakfast, take Scott's Emulsion.
When you can't eat bread
and butter, take Scott's
Emulsion. When you have
[>een

living on a milk diet and

something a little more
nourishing, take Scott's
vvant

Emulsion.
To get fat you must eat
fat. Scott's Emulsion is a

threat fattener,
strength giver.

a

great

Those who have lost flesh
want to increase all body
tissues, not only fat Scott's
Emulsion increases them all,
bone, flesh, blood and
nerve.

invalids, for convalescents, for consumptives,
for weak children, for all
For

who need flesh, Scott's
Emulsion is a rich apd comfortable food, and a natural
tonic.

Scott's Emulsion for bone,

flesh, blood and
a

nerve.

We will send you
free sample.

B« turc thai this picture
in the form of a label It on
the
wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

SCOTT St BOWNE,
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409 Pearl St, Ν. Y.
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All Vlncennes stood breathless,

con-

the Irreparable accident. M.
Roussillon had lost the effect of a great
period in bis speech, but he was quick.
Lifting the watch to his ear he listened
a moment with superb dignity, then
■lowly elevating hi· head an«l spreading his free hand over his heart he said:
"The faithful timepiece still tells off
the seconds, and the loyal heart of Its

templating

still throbs with patriotism."
Oncle Jazon, who stood In front of
the speaker, swung his shapeless enp as
high as he could and yelled like a savage. Then the crowd went wild for β

owner

time.

A bas l'Angle"Vive la France!
terre!" Everybody shouted at the top
of his vole*.
"What France does we all do," continued M. Roussillon. when the noise
subsided. "France has ctasped hands
with George Washington and his brave
80 do we."
"Vive Zborzh Vaslnton!" shrieked
Oncle Jazon in a piercing treble, tiptoeing and shaking his cap recklessly
under M. Roussi I ion's nos··.
The orator winced and Jerked his
head back. hut nobody saw it. save perhaps Father Oiliault. who laughed
heartily. In conclusion M. Roussillou
said:
"Frenchmen. America Is the garden
spot of the world and will on·· day rule
It. as did Rome of old. Where freedom
makes her home, there Is the center of

compatriots.

power!"

When M. Roussillon ceased speaking
the audience airain exhausted its vocal
Father Gibnnlt
resources, and then
called upon each man to come forward
and solemnly pledge his loyalty to the
American cause. Not one of them hesitate·!.
Meantime a woman was doing her
part in the transformation of I'ost Vince unes from a French-English picket t·
a full fledged American fort and town.
Mme. (iodere. finding out what wad
about to hapjii-n. fell to work making
•1 flag in iteration of that under which
.ieorge Vfnslilngton was lighting. Alice
chanced to be In the Godere home at
the time and join<*d enthusiastically In
It was an exciting task.
the sewing.
Their fingers trembled while they worked. and the thread, heavily coated with
beeswax, squeaked as they drew it

through the cloth.

"We shall not be in time." said Mme.
Godere; "I know we shall not. Everything hinders me. My thread breaks
or gets taugb-d and my needle's so
rusty I can hardly stick it through the

cloth. Ob, dear!"
Alice encouraged her with both words
and work, and they had almost finished
when Rene came with a staff which he
had brought from the fort.
"Mon IHeu, but we have had u great
meeting!" he cried. He was perspiring
with excitement and fast walking.
Leaning on the staff, he mopped hi;
face with a blue handkerchief.
"We heard much shouting and noise.'*
"M. Rousslllon's
said Mme. Godere.
He
vohe rose loud above the rest.

roared like a lion."
"Ah. he was speaking to us; he w is
"But
very eloquent," Rene replied.
now they are waiting at the fort for
"
the new flag. I have come for it
"It is ready," said Mine. Godere.
With flying Angers Alice sewed It to

the staff.
"Void!"

"Vive la réShe lifted the
staff and let the flag droop over her
from head to foot.
"Give it to me," said Rene, holding
forth a hand for it. "and I'll run to the
cried.

she

publique Américaine!"

fort with it."
"No." said Alice, her face suddenly
lighting up with resolve. "No, I am
going to take It myself." And without
a moment's delay off she went.
Rene was so caught by surprise that
he stood gazing after her until she
passed behind a house, where the way
turned, the shining flag rippling around
her and her moccasins twinkling as she
ran.

[TO

BU CONTINUED. J

JINGLES AND JESTS.
Swiftly.
writing rapidly.
Hut he was writing wry ulnwly.
For he. being Illiterate. was undecided a*
to whether Ιι<· should uxc <·η«· or two
"pV ill Spelling it.
Yet he wax writing rapidly.
But very slowlj
Ilut

The

Sot

man wax

—lialtimore American.

Among thr Four llunilrol.

can't

"I

bridegroom
"I can."
"What?"

Imagine what made
nervous."

the

so

"He didn't have time to set his pro-

spective father-in-law's check certified
before the ceremony."—Chicago Poet.
The \>w Krlntlve.

Father—Arabella, do you know our
housekeeper is going 10 be married?
Daughter—Is that so? It's time the
old dragon is getting out of the house.
Who is she going to marry?
Fa t her.—M e.-*-Clnolnna 11 Com rnercia 1
Tribune.
Chattel MortKUffra.
A man who gives a chattel mortgage
should always examine it carefully tt
make sure it is not "on demand." Sharp
on chatmoney lenders who loan f η mis
tel mortgages often try to have th!e
clause Inserted, and when It is the lior
chat
rower may expect to part with his
tels at almost any moment. It is a
which advantage Is ofteu taktrick

by

en

of the unwary.

A Life Saver.
"You seem to have a great liking for
large words."
"Well, sur," answered Mr. Krastua
Pinkley. "I <.nee knowed a man whose
Ho
life were saved by a big word

told me dat I prevaricated, an' by
de time I foun' out what dat word
meant it were too late foh me to hit
him."—New Yorker

once

It Depeada.
Floorwalker—Vases?
Yes, ma'am.
Right up this aisle. Bargain· from 25

cents up.
Next Shopper—You have a display of

today?
Ye·,
Floorwalker—Va wees?
Down the next aisle, pleaae.
Bargains from $25 up.—Exchange.

va wees

Same
madam.

Jant Ose Trip.
"What? Coing out again tonight?"
began Mrs. Kagg.
"Oh, no; Just this once," replied her
husband, with aggravating cheerfulness. "It will be too late when I get

back to go out
Ledger.

again."—Philadelphia

Wke· Other By·· Meet Mia·.

"Love ia blind," be complained.
"That ought not to worry you," the
•aid encouragingly, "because we have
eyes only for each other."—Milwaukee
Journal.

The man who Is always talking about
how much work he doe· should remember that some people work so bard that
they don't have time to tell about It—

Atchison Globe.

»
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
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Paris Hill.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. -'4,1903.

ATWOOD

&

Editor· tud

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

Ckokok M. ATWool».

A. E. FOKBKS.

Tkkmh —tl.30a year If paid strictly lu advance.
< «liicrwlse tJ.Uj a year
Single copie· 4 cents.
Auvkktiskso.nts
All legal advertisements
are given three consectlve Insertions for #1.50
per inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient ami yearly advert!·
—

ere.

Job PUXTOO :-SeW type, fast presses, steam
power, experience»! workmen ami low prices
combine to make this 'lepartmeut of our business complete ami popular.

Cuming Events.
Nov. X.—Thanksglvlug
Dec. 1 2 3.—Annual Meeting, Maine Dairymen'·
Association, Dover.
De« 8.—Annual meetnlg of Oxford Pomona
ii range. South Parts.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Kor Thanksgiving.
Waists.
Eur Coat*.
Books- Books?
Buy Λ our Thanksgiving Goods.
Just Arrive·!.
Probate Notice·.
>i Notice· of Appointment.
Auction sale ot ttea! Estate.
S boats for Sale.
How Old Is Ann?
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Kor Sale.
W hlte Chester Boar.

Thanksgiving Proclamation.

The season 1» at hand when, according to the
custom of our people. It fall· upon the President
to ap|K)lut a day of praise ami thanksgiving to
God.
During the last year the I.ord has dealt bountifully with us, giving us peace at home an·i
abroad ami the chance for our citizens to work
for their welfare unhindered by war, famine or
It behooves us not only to rejoice
plague.
greatly l>ccau*c of what has been given us, but
to accept It with a solemn sense of responsibility,
realizing that un· 1er heaven It rests with us ourselves to show that we are worthy to use aright
what ha- thus been entrusted to our care. In no
other place and at uo other time has the expert
ment of government of the people, by the people,
for the i>eople, lieen tried on so vast a scale as
here In our own country in the op 'nlng years of
the twentieth century. Κ allure would not only
I* a dreadful thing lor us, l>ut a dreadful thing
for all mankind, because It would mean loss of
hope for all wh > believe In the power and the
righteousness of liberty. Therefore, In thanking
God for the mercies extemled to us in the past,
we lie see· h Him that He may not withhold them
In the future, ami that our hearts may be roused
to «ar stea lfa.-tly for good ami against all the
forces of evil, public and private
We pray for
strength ami light, so that In the coming years
we may with cleanliness, fearlessness, anil wisdom, <!o our allotted work on the earth In such
manier a.» to show that we are not altogether
unworthy of the blessings we have received.
Now, therefore, I, Theodore Roosevelt, President of the I'nlted States, (|ο hereby designate
as a lay ot genera) Thanksgiving! Thursday,
the -tith of the coming November, and >lo recommend that throithgout the lam! the people cease
from their wonted occupations, and In their
several homes and places of worship remler
thanks unto Almighty God for His manifold
mercies.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
hand and caused tlie seal of the United States tc
l»e affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, thts Hist day
of October, In the year of our Lor I one tho'isaml
nine humlred ami three, ami of the Imlepeml
ence of the Unite·! States the one humlred am

twenty-eighth.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
[Seal!
By the President
John Haï,
Secretary of State.

First Baptist Church, Be*. H. H. Bishop,
Pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sundav School at IS M. Junior C. B. at 2 JO P. M.
Y. P. 8.
Sabbath Evening Service at 7 JO r. M.
Prayer
C. E. Tuesday evening at ? JO p. m.
Covenant
at
7:30.
Thursday
evening
Meeting
Meeting the last Friday before the let Sunday
of the month at i JO P. M. All not otherwise con
netted are cordially luvlted.
Unlversallst Church, Rev. J. H. I.lttle. Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sunday School at 12 m.

At a meeting of the directors of the
Paris Hill Water Company held at the
Hubbard House Monday evening of last
week, the following resolutions were

passed:

Whereas, Our much beloved and highly esteemed fellow director, Benjamin S. Doe, liae
been called from hla earthly career to a higher

one, and
Whereas, The Directors of the Pari* Hill
Water Company are assembled to mourn his
loss, and however great our grief now Is, how
ever much wc shall miss our associate, we recognize the fat t that to his wife and children the
loss Is so much greater that we respectfully bow
to it au 1 reverently proffer our heartfelt sympathies, therefore be lt
Resolved, That we desire to express bv these
resolutions our
graUlude for the long
.issoclatlou we have hail with our late fellow
director, Benjamin S. Doe, our high aupm-laton
of his sturdy, manly, noble qualities, hie stea ly,
dear headed application to Ills d η ties, his unswerving fidelity and sound advice In season of
trouble, and his joyous co-operation during the
work of developing the growth of the company
and his hearty satisfaction at the results obtained. It is now
Voted, That these resolutions lie spread In full
a
upon the record )>ook of thl> company and copy
t*e sent to the widow of our late associate, BentmluS. Doe, to whose memory we offer our
sincere resis ts, and that this meeting do now

profound

adjourn.
Paris, Maine, November IB, 1!*ι3.
The funeral of Benjamin S. Doe was
held in the Baptist church at 12 o'clock
Wednesday. The service was conducted
by Kev. Mr. Bishop, the pastor, with the
assistance of Kev. Mr. Pinkham of the
South Paris Baptist church. Two selections, "Nearer, My God, to Thee,1' and
"The Sweet Bye-and-Bye," were sung by
the Schubert Ladies' Quartette of South
Paris. Mauy neighbors and friends, as
well as a large number of relatives, were
present to show their esteem for the deceased and theirsympathy for his family.
The Ladies' Universalist Circle will
serve a supper at Academy Hall on Tuesday evening, Dec. 1st, to be followed by
promenade. Music by Stearns and
Voting. Supper at 6:30. Grand march
Admission fifteen cents.
at eight.
I'hose not providing food for the supper will be charged ten cents extra.
Dancing free. All are cordially invited.
Mrs. C. L. Carter lias gone to Bethel,
where she expects to remain this winter.
Her brother, A. M. Carter, is contemplating a trip to California.
John S. Sparrow of New York was the
attest of his sister, Mrs. Lewis M. Brown,
at the Hubbard House on Sunday.

kumford Falls.

Two hold-ups have been reported in
the vicinity of the foot bridge within a
few days.
Free delivery of mail in Rumford
Falls goes into effect Dec. 1st. Alfred
I.. Davis and Harry J. Ladd have been
tppointed carriers. The streets have
recently l>een market! and the houses
numbered in preparation for the free

delivery.

Fire in F. B. Carroll's plumbing shop
did about *200 damage. The origin of the blaze is not cerknown.
tainly

Thursday evening

East Brownfield.
light snow fall here Mon
day, making the traveling very bad.
Ιίονιιχυκ Hill's Proclamation.
À number from this place attended
lu observance of the custom established bj
the camptire at Fryeburg last Wednes
<>ur forefather;· and conforming to the proclama
lion of the President, 1, John Κ. lllll, Governo
day. An enjoyable time is reported.
of Maine, hereby
designate Thursday, thi !
The Congregational Circle met witl:
Twenty-Sixth day of November, Instant, as ! Mrs. Will Davis Wednesday. A picnic
day of public thanksgiving to Almighty God fo
supper was served.
the multitude of blessing- which we have received at ills hand aud for the expression of ou:
Fred Poore has returned home from
gratitude for Ills loving kindness.
Peabody. Mass.
On that day let all unnecessary labor be sus
Mrs. Angelo Woodis, attended by Dr,
l>emted an I in our homes ami accustomcd placei
of worship let us unite In making this a time ο
Marston, has gone to the Maine General
ami
heartfelt
thanksgiving
grateful
Hospital for treatment.
The year now approaching Its close has bcei
Miss Josie Walker, who lias been ill
one of prosperity to the State ami the Nation
even
have
To the highest degree we
enjoyed
with tonsilitis, is recovering.
Ice-sing of civilize I life ami as we give thank
to Him whose watchful care ruleth over all, le
Greenwood.
us rememlier the unfortunate ami needy tha
they also may share In our prosperity.
Monday morning there was the hint
Given at the Executive Chamber "at Augu-b
of the approach of winter and befort
this sixth day of November, In the year of ou
Lord one thou-an I nine humlred and thai
night the ground was white with snow
and of the Independence of the Cnlted State
Tuesday morning nearly four inches hat
of America the one hundred and twentv-clghth
fallen, a sharp crust formed and stil
JOHN Κ HILL.
By the Governor.
moderately. This the hunt on
mining
Β ikon Bvoi>,
knew was rather unfavorable for then
State.
of
Secretary
purpose, but conformed to circumstance!
and started out in pursuit of big game
Governor Mill on Maine.
But it seems that the sense of sight wai
Governor John F.Hill contributes ti
fully as acute in the game, »°d tbe
the Boston Globe's Jubilee number th< of
hearing still more so which enabec
following article ou Maine:
then, to keep at a safe distance, with th
Maine though a comparatively smal
result that the said hunters came home
state, by reason of her natural resources
late in the afternoon tired and hungry
agricultural facilities and industrial in and nothing to show for their hard day .
forests, has loug commanded attention
hunting but a rabbit.
For the past few years the markets ο
Thus fur Oscar l'eabody and *iU
Europe have been seeking more earnest stand at the head for killing
game
hei
to
ly her pr«>ducts, thus directing
he having killed two deer and his wif»
borders permanent international atten
tion.
The growth of population sine»
this is the way some of the farm
H":: has not been phenomenal nor spas ors
got their money raising sweet corn
modic but gradual and substantial.
one man planted two and one-half acres,
In some respects Maine is in the in
and he got a little over *->·> for it, hu
fancy of her development.
phosphate at the same time costing rnucl
Home iuvestments have multiplied st
Some other pieces d.
more than that.
rapidly in the past decade that nianj better, but none of the farmers got ncl
of her important resources have beet
planting it this year.
brought to the attention of capitalists
Daniel Cole's well water is rather pool
with the result that additional factories
it the best, and dries up entirely witli
have been established, transportatioi
drouth. Last week
employed
facilities
increased and employment a.very
crew in digging an aqueduct about *
thousands.
to
given
many
rods in length, starting from a spring,
N> marvelous have been the manu
and now he has water running into hit
and
developtransportation
facturing
house and barnyard. Those who havt
ment» that many )K>rtions of the state
been plagued for water for years, and
but a few years since little less than a
then have it thus handy, know how tc
wilderness, have been transformed int.
busy industrial communities. The in
for another copy of the Bos
exhaustive forests of Maine are attracting
ton Sunday Globe.
the
from
more capital than ever before
diversified uses of the wood lately dis
Lovell.
covered, and the pulp concerns of tin
Maxwell Λ Dodge of Bridgton havt
recent
a
industry been at work for J. Π. Stearns at Fair
state,
comparatively
now represent in product over $13,000,OX
view, drilling a well. They began on the
annually.
ledge at the bottom of his la foot wel
Maine has long been known as almost
and drilled 37 1-2 f*>t.
the home of sea fisheries and all tin
water came in abundance tilling to the
latest appliances for catching, curing
bottom of the old well. A pump wa*
and shipping have been adopted o!
on throwing eight gallons per minThe farmers have exhibit put
recent years.
ute, but failli to lower the water aitei
ed the same progressiveness, and laboi
saving machinery is quite generally it
who h»*».
use.
Orcharding as a phase of agricult lick with a fever, is
improving. Also
ural interests has grown to large pro
William H. Keniston who has been or
portions, the shipments to Europe now th. sick list for some weeks is someamounting to a million barrels or mon what improved but not able to get out
in favorable seasons. Much activity it
also being shown in the creamery iudus
Mr. Thompson, the painter, is at hom«
try, which is now rapidly reaching 8 from North Waterford where he has beer
of
standard
efficiency.
high
at work for some time.
The fish and gaine interests of Main<
Benjamin Russell, Jr., is to build a
command wide attention: her magnili
cottage for Flint and Peters on the lot
cent coast and beautiful lakes ant
bought by them of W. A. Merrill.
rivers afford almost unlimited oppor
Mr and Mrs. John Price of Haverhill
tunity for a summer sojourn, and mani are visiting at Benjamin Russell s
persons who visit the state for recrea
Mrs. Avis Stearns and son Frank arc
tion remain permanently.
visiting in Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Cassie Smith has gone to BiddeEa.it Oxford C. E. Union.
ford to spend the winter with her sister
Ox
the
East
of
The annual meeting
Mrs. H. W. Palmer is in poor health
ford Local Union of Christian Endeavoi
this fall suffering from trouble of the
Societies was held with the Haptist so
heart.
ciety at Paris Hill, Tuesday, Nov. 17
There

was a

^

Jig

"Vnd

fe

^Thanks*

P"ZinAd°°S«brÎ'sX.

Twenty-three delegates

were

present

The theme of the convention was "Tht
Cousecrated Life." The evening ad
dress was delivered by Kev. Ç. K. Fland
The convention waa
ers of Brunswick.
one of inspiration and spiritual uplift
from beginning to end.
The active membership of the Unior
numbers 491, the associate 181, churct
membership^, with six junior socio
ties. The amount given for niissioni
and other benevolent purposes is $200.55
The following officers were elected:
Preirident—Kev. Frederick Newport. Oxford
flee-President— Kev. H. 8. Plnktuun, Soutl

Pari*.
.Secret \ry—M re. C. F. Sttrbtrd, Oxford.
Treasurer— Mre. 8. L. Haw ley, Mechanu
Falta.

Personal.
The Auburn school board last week
filled the vacancy in the office of super
inteudent of schools for the city, by the
choice of Payson Smith of Hum ford
Kails. There were several candidates
before the board, but Mr. Smith was not
It is not yet certain whetha candidate.
Mr
er he will accept the position.
Smith has been for four years superinKumford and
tendent of schools in
Mexico, and has made an enviable reputation in that position. He is not a college graduate, having been obliged to
leave Tufts College in his junior year on
account of ill health, but was last year
given the degree of A. M. by Tufts.
Even the Lewiston mills are becoming
worried about the water supply holding
out for the winter.

Hebron.
Grange entertained

West
Hebron
Miuot Grange Saturday, the 14th. Ke
a
Mr. Little of South Paris gave
wry
interesting address, and therest of the
A
out
carried
well
was
programme
tine dinner was served and a pleasant

West Pari*.

.We should think John would—well,
pshaw! Let's begin over! I mean that,
while not posing as an expert grammarian, it is doubtless α safe subject (or
discussion, and we are inclined to agree
with John that there may be a difference in the words, particularly when
used under auy special conditions or
circumstances. We are not always sure
that we would if we should, still what is
presented as a duty we should do whethSay,
er we would (wanted to) or not.
do you feel mixed any? In the example
given by the Democrat it is not stated
whether that swain should call^ if he
would but we are inclined to think the
girl ought to have something to say as
to whether she would be willing he
should. Now, isn't that clear as mud?
Rev. Β. M. Edwards of Brunswick is
in town and intends to stay the most of
the time for six weeks, and will occupy
the pulpit for the Baptist society during
that time.
L. C. Bates went last Wednesday to

Dunham Stover of Au-

Mala·'· Greatest Need.
(Bangor New·.)
Od the whole we think it pays to be
fair and to apeak the whole troth regarding any topic which may be under discussion. In this issue we have referred
to the debt which Maine owes to Representative Edwin C. Burleigh, for saving
national
the
member of
to us a

visitiez friends in town.
Two dogs have been killing Bh®®P
past season for John Irish and Mosely
Damon.
Recently one dog has been
the
kill©*! and the other has
ranch" as the miners Bay, and now we
are out two dogs, but a ™edicine comit is saia,
pany have come to our rescue
with nine canines.
Hev. Mr. Athern of Lisbon is expected
to commence his pastorate here at the

would have been three representatives
from Maine to-day instead of the four
But do we ever stop to
we now have.
think how the relief which was thus afforded was only temporary? Do we fully
understand the fact that after 1910 Maine
will have no more than three representatives and no more than five electoral
votes, unless our people and boards of
trade make extraordinary efforts to increase our population by building up

I would be

BackfleM.

gled

if I

might, could,

enlighten

should he able to
John on his proposition, but I
I am more interested in the three
legged woman reported in the ûemocra
who "broke one leg and bruised the

would,

or

ref™°e

0tM«tWSaazie

Beyond
house for ten years longer.
visiting friends in town.
Milford Irieh and his daughter, Mw. doubt, if Mr. Burleigh had not worked
there
Β. Y. Benson, of Whitman, Mass., are hard and used much persuasion

burn is

"vamosed

Baptist church

Nov. 22d.

Hammond of west
Used to know
Buckfield Thursday.
him years ago when he was a/°huet,
New Haven, Ct.
Friends and acquaintances are sorry eenial fellow. lie has been in poor
to learn that Mrs. Bates is ill with ma- health for a long time, but we were> glad
1 met Gideon

and profitable industries which shall
call people hither and cause them to
abide among us as permanent residents?
While the population of Maine has been
growing steadily with every decade, the
west has grown so much faster that our
strength in the lower house of congress
has been decreasing from decade to
decade until we are now nearly down to
the vanishing point. Had it not been
for the fertile lands and the wide awake
population of Aroostook County Maine
would have fallen behind in the two last
new

to note his improvement since we last
laria.
He informed me that his daughter,
met
Mrs. Henry Bates is about the same.
Belle Field, h» dM-i 10 bu«h«l>
It is the intention to have a Thanksof apples daily for 42 days, and got
giving ball at Dunham's Hall.
through by three o'clock and sometimes
Bryant's Pond.
and Mrs. Everett Conant have a
The village schools are having a two
decades. We are almost at the parting
daughter born November 14th.
weeks' vacation.
of the ways. Men who are not yet in
The school exhibition netted ?2o.
W. J. Thompson, lecturer of the Maine
can remember when Maine
Alton Tuttle of Melrose Mass, is their
State Grange, visited Franklin Grange at
five members of the
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kipiey had six and then
the last regular meeting.
lower house. And now we must thank
Hev. E. E.Davis, state missionary, is T
have
we
Coolidge and wife of Canton re- God and Mr. Burleigh that
stopping at Mrs. Emily Felt's. He will
cently visited Dr. and Mrs. Wm. P. four.
preach at the Baptist church Nov. 22d.
It was with no desire to make any
Miss Sadie I)avis is teaching in the
of Lewiston was in sensation that we opposed the idea of
Whitman district.
representing Maine at the world's fair
M. M. Hathaway has finished clerking
Alfred Cole and J A. with a log cabin. Hunters and summer
for Edwin Andrews and gone to work
wliere visitors are all well in their way, but
at West Paris on the Fickett post office. Rawson came home from Portland
Charles Maine wants more than causal callers.
The
village school improvement they had been on Thursday.
Our great and crying need is for a larger
were of the Big Four.
league have an entertainment at Grange says they
Mrs. Ike Shaw is under a doctors permanent population, for a population
Hall Friday evening.
which shall reside in Maine and work in
E. G. Wing has resumed work at Dudmake
Rev. Mr. Buffam delivered », temper- Maine, pay taxes in Maine and
ley's store.
in Maine. The need is apparent
Thurschurch
M.
E.
at
the
lecture
money
ance
Louisa
Miss
and
Edwards
Diantha
Mrs.
to every citizen and it becomes more apC'ole have gone to the old ladies' home day evening. It came fast and furious,
railbristling with characteristic points on parent every year. One of the big that
at Norway.
states in its advertisement
Miss Florence Day lias returned to her side issues, as well as on temperance, roads
the rearing of children, etc., how moth- Maine is the ·'playground of the counschool at Hiram.
This advertisement is in nearly
Miss Mary Stevens is attending Yar- ers would first cajole and then threaten try."
and finally leave the child to his own all the magazines and in many of the
mouth Academy.
of newspapers, and we are sorry to say
Albert Bowker will commence clerk- wave. His audience was composed
22 persons, and as ever, the very class there is more truth in it than is wholeing Monday for Edwin Andrews.
for our welfare. We had one man
Miss Essie Bowker has finished her that needed not any particular admoni- some
state to advertise
school at Shelburne and returned home. tion in relation to rum drinking. He ap- who was paid by the
as if they were an
Miss Bessie Stanley of Bethel visited peared to be greatly pleased at the size our abandoned farms,
of his audience though he presumed it asset of which we should feel proud.
part of last week at J. L. Bowker's.
Following out the same line of thought,
The Quaker Medicine Company gave might appear small to us. First, it «
fair commissioners who
entertainments at Grange Hall last week. not expected to draw because it was a we have world's
it was no are paid to advertise Maine as a place
without
next,
lecture;"
went
temperance
paySaturday
away
They
follow- where log camps are our highest types
ing all of their bills, and were to return medicine show, nor whist party
architecture and where nearly all the
Monday and give the prize watch and ed by a dance. He spoke highly of the of
a
boarding sumsettle, but have not put in an appear- work of the W. C. T. U. and the Good residents gainand living byhunters
into the
taking
Templars, he being connected with botn mer visitors
ance.
The German Medicine Company will and also being the recipient and POS?°8S®r woods to shoot big game.
Candidly, we think this style of "showarrive in town Monday for a week's stay. of the last letter written by Miss W lllard.
far euough.
Frank Sweetsir, W. Noyes, Freeman In my state of health, no shows, wed- ing off" our state has gone
of promoting the abandoned
Whitman. Benjamin Billings and James din»', religious or political meeting would Instead
we should
encourage
Farnum went Monday on a deer hunt- have called me out, but knowing how farm industry,
potatoes, and Penobscot
slimlv attended a temperance meeting is Aroostook
ing trip to Gilead and Upton.
and
try and let
Mrs. Mabel Adams and two children sure to be, unless a Mrs. Stevens or Mrs. dairies and Waldo apples
the outside world know that we are
started for New York Monday to meet Burger is named, we sought to coun
one in the small assembly.
striving to work and live like other peoher husband, Capt. Charles Adams.
Schools closed Friday.
ple. Instead of advertising Maine as a
Charles Young of South Paris was in
"playground of the country," we should
town Sunday.
STREAKED MOUNTAIN.
strive and strive hard to make it a place
Charles Perliam and family have movGéraldine Whitman has purchased the of industrial activity, a state which is
ed on to the Knight place.
wilderness and utilizing
Edward Stanley and Essie Bowker Demeritt Swan farm which is something clearing up the
water power now running to waste,
went to Lewiston Saturday to attend the a little unusual for a girl of 14 years to the
new factories and new
football game between Bates and Bow- do. Having a capital of only SI «·>, and and in opening up
and vilpaying ·?&Κ) for the farm, she now lias mills and building new cities
doin.
be old fashioned and inJames L. Bowker installed the officers a debt of $425 to pay, towards which she lages. We may
to get cranky, but so long as we
of Granite Lodge, F. and A. M., at West refuses to accept from her friends a sin- clined
which
Mrs. Bowker gle dollar, being determined to make the have so many natural advantages
Paris Wednesday night.
addition of are unimproved we still believe there is
accompanied him. They stopped with farm pay for itself with the
for Maine. Meantime it is very
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barden until the revenue from a tlock of 23 sheep, :a a chance
to the
cow and a couple of calves which she certain that unless we do wake up
Thursday morning.
into which some of our would
Lewis Mann and mother left West uow owns. She has given her new pur- condition
be promoters are leading us, our inParis and are going to live at Edwin chase the name of "White Forrest.
fluence in the nation will be lost and we
Mann's and make a home for him. Success to lier.
l'laisted Whitman has sold his apples shall see the other states go past, in the
Ethel Young will work for them.
while we remain a
Mrs. Mamie Crockett and Mrs. Amanda and is having them packed. He gets race for supremacy,
until our comparative imSheeran went to Lewiston Saturday on •S2.00 per barrel for them and they are "playground"
portance shall have dwindled so much
a shopping trip.
There are six head of cattle roaming that we can hardly be classed as a terriMann's mill is shut down for a few
Massachusetts with one-third our
weeks, and part of the crew are in the wild in the pasture at the foot of the tory.
mountain. It seems impossible to get area, with a similar climate and with not
woods cutting lumber for Mr. Mann.
Sturte- half of our natural advantages, is adAmy Thompson lias gone to New York them. They belong to Henry
vant and Ed Foster of Hebron, and are vancing year by year and in spite of
to spend the winter with her sister.
keen competition. And what Massachuall young stock.
*
East Waterford.
W. E. Turner has offered his farm for setts has done and is doing, Maine can
and more rapidly. Our chance
Charles Burgess of New Gloucester is sale, and intends to move to Farmington. do better
to make choice is still open, though the
Ins pig.
lias
killed
Maxim
Charles
Abbott.
with
a
Lyston
spending fortnight
time for decision is brief—which shall
Arthur Swift is working in Upton, N.
Maine become, a greater Massachusetts
Bethel.
H.
a smaller Alaska?
Last Sunday evening a union temper- or
Bertha Skinner, on account of her
health was obliged to give up her school unco meeting was held in the CongreHere and There.
in Albany and is at home.
gational church led by Mr. E. C. IJowler.
PotF.
C.
Rev. C. N. Gleason and Rev.
Bertha Miller has pneumonia.
This paragraph clipped from the New
William Kmery is more comfortable.
ter spoke for the clergy.
Principal
the electhe
Goodwin
a
Mrs. Pliilo
Hanscom gave
passed away
very interesting paper York Sun of the morning after
10th, after a long illness. She leaves a upon temperance instruction in our tion in that city, pithily expresses the
husband, one daughter, Mrs. Lizzie schools, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason gavé a paper spirit of present day independent jourMcKenney, and two sons, Edward of emphasizing the work of the W. C. T. nalism. The Sun, be it noted, was an
Boothbay and Will of Waterford.
U., and the meeting was a success in active supporter of McClellan's oppoB. W. Sanderson is in Limerick for a point of attendance and interest. Judge nent in the campaign:
το TiiK vi :tokh bklonq tiik spoils
Ilerrick and E. C. Park, Esq., were to
day or two.
Μ κ Gf.okok Rrinton McClkli.an has ht-en
M iss Whitney had a nice entertain- have spoken but were detained by illelected
.Mayor of New York. We pli^ice to Mr.
rneut at the close of her school at Tem- ness, but will be heard later as this is
McClellan our earnest anil betriy support of
we
ple Hill. A small admission fee was the first of a series of meetings it is pro- every act of hl> admlnl-tratlon of which
■ihall approve; and In respect to such act > as we
posed to hold during the winter.
charged to help buy a new flag.
the Lord have mcrcy
elect
to
coir'emn—may
as
may
was
observed
Last Sunday
temper- Mr. MCCLRLLAH'S soul!
Peru.
the Methodist church.

Sri!

^Mr*

do^ige

Dr.6

'^Wm^Bridgham

...

ance

Sunday

at

Mrs. A. M. Trask has sold her farm to
Rev. C. N. Gleason attended the funerGeorge Oldham. She had an auction on al of Mrs. David Thurston at Errol last
the ISth and sold her stock, farming Monday.
tools, hay and household furnishings.
Tuesday evening the ladies of the UniShe and her brother are going to Liver- versalist society served their annual
There was a
"chicken pie supper."
more Falls to work.
M. G. Lunt and family have moved to large attendance.
Tuesday afternoon public oral examiWayne.
Mrs. Lucia Walker is at Rumford nations were given at Gould Academy.
The visitors speak in highest terms of
Falls caring for the sick.
Charles Kidder of Dixtield is moving the work done by the teachers and stu*
on to the Smith Wyman place.
dents.
Wednesday and Thursday the
The party of hunters that wont to written tests were given and the term
Four Tonds to look after deer brought closed Thursday aftornoon for a vacation
home eight deer.
of two weeks. The prospect is good for
The first snow of the season came the a large number for the winter term.
16th, about three inches.
Friday the village schools closed for
two weeks. The public exercises ThursBrownfield.
day afternoon were well carried out by
News was received to-day of the death teachers and scholars. Misses Richardof Elijah Walker, formerly of this town, son and Clark had special exercises.
now of Boston.
Friday evening the Wilson's Company
Sherman McDonald is confined to the presented Ten Nights in a Bar Room at
house by sickness.
Odeon Hall.
Mrs. Curtis from Massachusetts is
Mrs. A. E. Herrick accompanied by
Wentworth.
Miss
her daughter Margaret, will sail for
Mary
visiting
Mrs. Adams is boarding with Mrs. Naples, Italy, Dec. 5th. Mrs. Herrick
McDonald.
intends to make quite an extended tour
Mr. Levi Cook of Cornish was at J. L. and Judge Herrick expects to join them
Fi ink's recently.
in the epring and return with them.
The Ladies' Congregational Circle met The trip is advised by Mes. Derrick's
Davis.
Mrs.
William
Wednesday with
physicians on account of an aggravated
Within two weeks ripe strawberries throat trouble.
and Mayflowers were picked by Mrs. S.
The Ladies' Club will hold their annual Christmas sale Dec. 10 in Garland
N. Adams.
There is quite a little snow on the chapel. In addition to the usual tables
ground. A few arc enjoying the sleigh- a "bargain table" has been added.
Miss A. Mabel Richard, assistant
ing and the small boys snowballing.
A chicken supper was served under principal of Gould Academy, has gone to
the auspices of the Christian Endeavor her home in Castine to spend her vaca-

Society.

Mr. Sewell Hobson of Conway spent
the night at the Pequawket House re-

tion.

Oxford.

cently.

The village schools closed Friday with
the usual exercises.
East Bethel.
Mrs. Fisher and Mrs. Starbird attended
Miss Blanche Bartlett lias returned
the local union of the Y. P. S. C. E. at
Portland.
from
home
Paris.
Mr. F. L. Willis from West Paris reRev. Mr. Newport was called to attend
this
visited
in
place.
cently
the funeral of Mrs. Wilbur at Bolster's
Mr. and Mrs. W. Charles of Fryeburg
Mills on Tuesday.
recently visited at Joseph Holt's.
An interesting temperance meeting
Cleve Bartlett is working for Z. W. was held
at the Christian Endeavor
Bartlett in his mills at Byron.
have Society Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Abbott
A case of scarlet fever has appeared in
closed their home here and moved to
the family of Henry Chaplin.
Bethel Hill to spend the winter.
The W. R. C. will be inspected on
*
Thursday evening by the department
Denmark.

president.

For cool assurance, those men who
were running an illicit distillery in the
city of Portland, in the prohibition state
of Maine, deserve to rank with the men

DlKharg·,
a river la the vol·
set
ime of water it pours into tbe
vithin a given tiute, usually expressed
"HE AITlftlAI. FR8TIVAI. OF A WESTERN
It is estl1 is so many feet per second.
CITY.
aver·
I nuted by tlnding tbe breadtb, tbe
rate ol a
1 ige depth aud the average
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 2,1903.
1ver at its mouth and multiplying.
The season for fall festivities bas pas·» J
and each locality bas held its fair or
•d,
The Letter T.
j ioree show, or some other form of pubOut of every 1,000 letters used in
ic entertainment. The custom so largeof vriting English Τ Is used eighty-eight
y followed throughout New England,
molding fairs each fall, no doubt is an , :lmes.
liheritance, handed down from tbe
Load ο· Tenement·.
iiother country. One of its chief charms,
ind one reason why they can be main·
Wiille one loom tenements in London
New
billed profitably in the sterile
iav«ijlecreased from 172,002 to 149,524,
England States, is because such a large 1 >r 14 per cent, two room, three room
the
in
active
lumber of the people are
ind four room tenements have increasnork of preparation, who understand
h1 10 per cent, 18 per cent and 21 per
be
can
efforts
they
Jiat by united
only,
Written for the Oxford Democrat.

Priests of Pallu Parade.

made

a success.

Kansas

maintain

a

City has never been able
paying fair, and has given

to
up

:rving to hold any, bat has its annual
fall festival, known as the "Priests of

Pallas Parade." In this we show the
louthern, rather than the northern trait
if character, for we copy after St. Louis,
ind St. Louis copied New Orleans, and
Sew Orleans being largely of French
h-scent, made use of a religious festival
The
that was observed in France.

Mardi Gras of New Orleans has become
so celebrated as to be almost national in
its observance, many visitors going there
just to see the parade. The term Mardi
Grae means "fat Tuesday," so called
From the French practice of paradidfc a
fat ox during the celebration of "Shrove

rueeday."

St. Louis has for its copy of this
its "Veiled Prophets," who parade the
streets some time in October of each
year.
Kansas City has its parade during the
first week of October, and all the city
people a* d many from the country fill
the streets through which it passes, to
eee it go by. A secret society known as
P. O. P. (Priests of Pallas) have control,
and manage all its affairs. The chief
source of interest in seeing it is, it is
something new, something that has been
planned and made ready in secret, and
it must be seen to fully realize its beau-

ty.

The founders of this society took for
their patron saint "Athene" or Pallas,
the
mythological Greek goddess of
knowledge, arts, sciences, and righteous
So we have the Priests of Pallas,
war.
waiting upon and doing homage to their
queen Athene.
The nature of the festival is to have a
gcorgeous equipage drawn through the
streets in the evening, on which some
beautiful lady is seated, with her companions and attendants around her, followed by a train of beautiful floats.
These floats were formerly built upon
large wagons, made for the purpose, and

statement made by
According
Chairman Carleton of the fish and game
commieeionera, there had been up to
that time no fatal instance of a man being shot by mistake for a deer, in the
Maine woode this season. The shooting of guide Osgood, which was reported
Λ8 in Maine, proves to have been on the
New Brunswick side of the line. On
the same day that Mr. Carleton's statement was made, dispatches reported a
fata! case twelve miles north of Katahdin Iron Works. The victim was Arthur
Wilson, an Atkinson guide, who was
shot by Charles Berry, another guide.
A coroner's jury exonerated Berry from
blame. Wilson left a wife and three
children. The shooting occurred on the

14th.

a

<?.

IKThe

κβίιίΛ
Lownxô

A&ChïïihiU·

BLUE 8TORI8.

Fur Coats.

r

handle

only

this

Much tinsel and delicate
drapery were used in tho decorations,
tlieir beauty being shown by the very
brilliant lights placed within and around
the float, making each one a blaze of
glory as it passed through the crowded
streets. This parade takes place after
dark, as it, like fireworks display, needs
the night's background to biing out its
full value. It is like fireworks also, in
thatitmuet be seen to be appreciated.
To attempt to give a description is all
that a writer can do, and that will give
the reader but little real idea of it.
The first car or float in this year's
parade was designed as a fit carriage for
the queen to ride upon. Perched on the
front of it was an immense white bird,
with its wings epread wide and reaching
out beyond the sides of the car. The
imitation of feathers in the make-up of
the wings was skillfully done. The
clectric light bulbs were so placed about
them that you could almost believe the
thing alive, and that tho goddess came
from the unknown realm, borne hither
by this trusty servant. The throne upon which tho queen sat, was built high
up at the rear of her car. It was spotlessly white in imitation of ivory. The
queen, selected for her beauty of form
built up.

01

me

haven't carried

Our

one

coats are all

for

over

several

years.

great many kinds of Dogskins, Calfskins, Galloways, Wambats and Coons at $10.00 to $50.00.
We have

a

F. H. NOYES CO.,
PARIS.

SOUTH
BPOur

The expense of feeding native lal>orin the gold mines of eastern Nicaragua is 19 cents a day. In additiou to
their food the men get Μ η wages, according to the kind of work they do.
sums ranging (in our money) from 38

be open Wednesday

stores will

NORWAY.

-

night

and closed

Thursday.

FOR THANKSGIVING.

ers

cents to $2.09.

fiermiiiiy and School·.
German state gives to one

uni-

than the British government allows to all the universities and
university colleges in England, Ireland
more

If you are to have a family reunion Thanksgiving Day of course you want
Won't a new table cloth, some napkin*,
your table to look as well as possible.
or tray cloths improve the looks of the table?

TABLE DAMASK.

UNE LOT LINEN DAMASK. In this lot is bleached and unbleached, M
50c.
good quality, pretty patterns,
ONE LOT BLEACHED DAMASK. This lot is 72 inches wide, good quality,
75c.
dot and leaf patterns,
inches wide,

the

United

Oar OraiiRe·,

87c., $1.00, $1.50.

quality linen, 18 inch, leaf patterns,
ONE LOT 20 inch, good quality all linen, pretty pattern,
ONE LOT of tine quality linon, pretty pattern, 22 inch,
Others at $1.35, $1.75. $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50.

$1.00

ONE LOT NAPKINS of fair

Austrla-IIungary.

than

at

NAPKINS.

Onr Southern Neighbor·.
Brazil is as large as Europe and as
I'eru and Bolivia
fertile as Java.
would each make two of France. Venezuela nearly three. Colombia is Γ>0 per

cent bigger than
Ecuador is larger
Kingdom proper.

qualities

Other

together.

$1.50
$1.25

ONE LOT TRAY CLOTIIS of good quality linen, 14 χ 18 inches, fringe or
12 i-ac.
hemmed,
25c.
ONE LOT larger ones, of better linen, plain or figured,
SOMETHINQ NEW is a 17 inch Damask for tray cloth, several patterns,
per

yard,

25c.

ΤΗΛ*Κ80ΙΥΙ*«.

CLOSED

STORE

NORWAY, MAINE.

Tornndoe·.

Men's Winter Overcoats.

An authority on weather declares that
tornadoes are most frequent between
noon and G o'clock, and the rainiest
hour of the day is 4 o'clock in the afternoon. This is the report of η meteoro-

logical expert, not

a

weather

Holland'· Klrat

The new winter overcoats come in a wide range
The most popular style
of patterns and styles.
for this fall is a loose back coat reaching to the knee
We have this type of coat in
or a little below.

prophet.

Netvapaper.

The first newspaper published in
Holland appeared on the morning of
Jan. 8, 1000. it was called I)e Weecketycke Courante Van Europa.

coats
many grades. At $10 we have heavy frieze
in a neat green shade, Oxford meltons, black kerand several other patterns. Those who wish

seys

Lobster·.

a

Several times a year the lobsters
shed their shells, and each time the
shell is shed the lobster increases in
size. During the shedding season they
go into the coves with soft, muddy
bi W un and conceal themselves in the

can

always

earn a

nations

rupreHenteti

was

Kngland. The legend of St. George and
the dragon was the subject selected as
its design. The dragon's head was made
the prominent feature, with its large
jaws made so that the machinery of tne
Rows of white
car kept them in motion.
electric light bulbs were its teeth, while
concealed red lights within the mouth
gave the impression of real flesh. Groups
of bulbs of the right shade made the
flashing large eyes seem like the hideous
creature of the story. On its back and
about its sides were St. George and hie
retainers, dressed in glittering armor
and ehowy garments.
Russia was pictured by a large sleigh
drawn by three white horses abreast,
driven by eome of the girls who irere
seated within.
Japan's car was thought by many to
bo the best of all, both with regard to
design and display. An idol, with very
large head shaped like a monkey's, and
long arms reaching out as if to grab hold
of the people along the street, was
the striking feature of this float. Many
felt as though there was actual danger
of being caught by the monster's outIn the make-up of
stretched hands.

States amounts to 3,000,000
per annum, of which 1,<K)0.000
cases are produced In California, the
United

remainder being imported.

Oar DreH»iuHker«.

If all the dressmakers known to ex·
1st in America worked twenty-four
hours of each day for a whole year
without stopping for sleep or meals,
they would still be able to make only
one dress apiece for less than seven-

eighths of the

women

Λ Drop
A drop of blood which might hang
from the point of a needle contains
1.000,000 ml flattened corpuscles.

$13.50

will

Would it

foot

not

be

protetction.

Repairing

a

soon

be here, then you will need

a

good

idea to

When a live lobster is

required

for

boiling or other pur|>oses here is a simple and comparatively painless mode of
killing it: Ituu a long, narrow bladed
knife into the tail at the third Joint
from the end, having the blade slant
downward. This will cut the spinal
cord, and death will quickly follow.
Vienna.

Vienna is of nearly circular form, being twelve miles in circumference. The
old city, c»»· city proper, is. however,
scarcely three miles round. It was
formerly inclosed by fortifications.
To Cat Gla··.

To cut glass with scissors bold a
sheet of glass horizontally under water
and then cut it, as you would a sheet
of pa|>er, with a strong pair of scissors.
The cutting is easily accomplished, but
it will not be as neatly done by a long
way as with a diamond.
Siberia· Bride·.

A Siberian bride on going to her baaband's house is required to forthwith
prepare a dinner as a proof of her skill
In housewifery.

buy

them

now

and be

a

We have all kinds and the

specialty.

prepared

for

prices

are

right.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ε. N. SWETT,

Telephone

F. W.

Manager.

112-3.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Residence 112-12.

Look at

our

Underwear
Before

purchasing

elsewhere.

We

have both

single and union garments in all prices.
have all sizes in Fleeced and Wool

We also

Hose from 15 cts. to 50 cts.
No trouble to show

goods

at

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

Hand·.

Lobatcr.

MAINE.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

Liquid Hydrogen.

To Kill

$20.

what is surely coming? They will not be any cheaper than they
Call and see what we can do for you in the way of
are now.

Many micro organisms remain alive
though frozen In liquid hydrogen. The
temperature of liquid hydrogen is
about one-qr.arter that of liquid air.
Just as that of liquid air is about onequarter that of the average mean temperature.

Mort than 8,000,000 of the 13,f>00.000
people In Mexico do not work. Counting out the children and ag<*d, there remain 3,774,148 possible producers who
prodiKv absolutely uothing.

to

Rubbers, Overshoes and Leggins.

in America.

Mexican·.

will like

SNOW, MUD AND SLUSH

Conaumptlon In Africa.
was unknown to the
Africans until it was introduced by
slave traders and colonists, but it is
now more frequent and deadly than

fc'orirajr Farm

styles

loose and full of

FOSTER,

Consumption

Farm hands in Norway receive $40
to $80 a year.

overcoat

are

NORWAY,

of America.

of Blood.

These

B.

Η.

livelihood,

cases

regular

the

and Marx overcoats

Maaaajre In Japan.
In Japan, where massage is much in
vogue, the blind man who is otherwise

healthy

change from

our belt coats.
long,
One lot of belt overcoats,
grace, $6 to $12.
double breasted, black with white plaid for $12.
Black vicuna overcoats for $15. Hart, Schatlher

mud.

and a notable feature of any Japanese
and feature,
georgoously dressed,
is the blind masand about her were her attendants, all town toward evening
dressed in brilliant costumes. One of seur as he walks along, announcing
the servants had reins fastened to the himself with bis peculiar sounding
beak of the bird, and holding them in whistle, in search of work, which he
her hands, seemed to be guiding its can always find in plenty.
movements, for one of the charms of the
display was derived from the easy moveItuaalaii Industrial Sohooli.
ments of tho floats, passing by without
Nearly all the Industrial schools of
Tho
trolmotivo
power.
any apparent
Russia are connected with large facley pole was scarcely noticed, no tramp- tories, and the students receive wages.
no
smoke
was
feet
horses'
of
heard,
ing
from an engine blinded the eyes, just
The Lemon· We lee.
the car moving smoothly and noiseThe consumption of lemons in the
bird was
tho
as

Une

fully guarantee their goods.

season as we

was

cupants

FURGUSON'S

&

design

on

was

We

saving jobber's profits.

reliable makes like

of St. Paul who
new

seeing our
bought direct

before

line in this section

Laborer·.

Nicaragua

and Scotland

largest

GORDON

calls vice in another.

The

We have the

coats.

buy elsewhere

from the manufacturers thus

Kilacatlon.

versity

Then you

Don't make the mistake and

ally the productions of literury persons.

No one can be called educated who
has not self knowledge. It underlies
all true wisdom and saves one from
calling that virtue in himself which lie

If so you should have one of OUR
will know what solid comfort is.

Do you drive much?

Fur Coats.

electric parade of the kind in this counBeen.
try. So pleased were all with the reWhen you speak of bees, designate
was
idea
same
the
this
that
year
sults,
There are 4.500
to.
carried out. The design this year was tbe kind referred
"wild bees,"
to have some of the nations in the parade species popularly known as
3.200 being natives of tbe Americas.
as tho queen's escort.
There were fourteen floats in proces- Il: !tain lias 70 species of bees and 16
sion following the car on which Athene of wasps. Of the latter there are 170
rode. These floats were built on street species known to entomologists.
cars, and were propelled by electricity,
so were taken through certain streets
l'lnk Pcarla.
that were provided with tracks. The
Pink i>earls are scarce aud found only
cars
were
the
of
roof
removed,
sides and
off the Bahama islands.
the floor of tho car the
and

It will be a rare year from now on that
Bowdoin College cannot celebrate some
centennial of national significance and
On Wednesday of next
importance.
commencement week the college will
celebrate tbe centennial of Hawthorne's
birth. The celebration will be one of
the most noteworthy events that has occurred at Bowdoin for many years and
will without doubt be attended by a
this float the teeth were the white light
large number of people from all over the bulbs with the
jaws in motion, and the
country. President Hyde has announced
were made to move about as well
that Bliss Perry, the editor of the Atlan- eyes
to the image a grotesque lifelike
tic Monthly, has accepted an invitation giving
appearance.
to be orator on that occasion.
Thie attempt to give the reader some
Holman F. Day is said to have con- conception of these floats will help but
tracts for magazine work ahead at pres- little in imparting their real beauty. As
ent that will keep him fully occupied well try to make a dweller of these
for the next year. He has a novel well parts understand the nature and magunder way also. One of his latest en- nitlcence of the Northern Lights. Words
sense
gagements is for a series of poems for a fail to convey the impression, the
of sight alone is required to appreciate
well-known New York magazine.
its true merits.
As before stated, last year's display
Save the Calves.
was the first time such a show was ever
The season is approaching when farm- given, and it was not dreamed of even
ers who own dairy stock will be obliged ten years ago, yet the people have beto care for young calves. Great loss is come so used to new wonders that they
sustained each year from calf scours, a soon pall upon the public, and now that
disease which often attacks the calves the second display has been seen, it is
when very young. Sometimes the dis- regarded by many as the proper thing
ease runs through the herd, and it is al- to consider such displays a bore, or to
most impossible to raise any calves at be .seen only to be criticised in a cynical
all. Various remedies have been suggest- mood, and it is likely a few more will
ed, but nothing has proved really effect- satisfy, and something new will have to
ive until Hood Farm Calf Scour Treat- be devised to take its place as a public
ment was placed on the market. This entertainment.
Geo. A. Talbot.
Treatment consists of Calf Scour Cure
and Digestive Powder. They were preCONFESSIONS OF A PRIEST.
pared originally to be used in the valuRev. Jno. S. Cox of Wake, Ark.,
Hood
at
able herd of Jerseys
Farm,
writes, "For 12 years I suffered from
Lowell, Mass. The proprietor of Hood Yellow
Jaundice. I consulted a number
Farm is Mr. C. I. Hood, a pharmacist of
of physicians and tried all sorts of medihe
and
gave
large
experience,
very
but got no relief. Then I began
special attention to this subject, because cines,
the use of Electric Bitters and feel that I
he was Buffering very severe losses in
am now cured of a disease that had me
his own herd. Every farmer who exin its grasp for twelve years.1' If you
to raise calves this season should
medicine for Liver and
It want a reliable
e supplied with these remedies.
stomach disorder or
will be a very profitable investment to Kidney trouble,
debility, get Electric Bitters.
general
once.
them
at
buy
F. A. Shurtlefif &
Thomas Mortimer, Manager of the It's guaranteed by
50c.
Co. ; Noyes Drag Store, Norway.
Marshall Field Ranch, Madison, Neb.,
with
calves
some
have
saved
"We
says:
BROKE INTO HIS HOUSE.
Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and DigestS. LeQuinn of Cavendish, Yt., was
ive Powder when they were pretty nearby invaly dead. I do not know as we have lost robl>ed of his customary healthWhen
Dr.
a single case if these remedies were giv- sion of Chronic Constipation.

Eects

Ancient Statloaers.
In mediœvul times the statlonarlns,
3Γ stationer, held official connection
svltli a university and sold at bis stall
[>r station the books written or copied
by the librarius, or book writer. Such
Is the origin of the modern term stationer, one who now keeps for sale Implements of such service, and not usu-

The production of oranges in the
drawn about by horses, lighted by
torches, carried alongside by men and United States amounts to 12.000,000
lM>xes per annum, of which 10,000.000
boys.
Last year the experiment was success- boxes are produced In California and
fully tried of having electricity do the 2,000,000 boxes in Florida.
moving and lighting, that being the first

Mr. Elmer Black of Hiram is putting
Mrs. Dawes lias gone to Auburn to
and his mother of hast in a new flume for Mr. Augustine Ingalls spend the winter with her son.
w/'
his
mill.
at
Wm. Baxter had an auction sale of
Hebron were at C. E. Tripp's Fr,d*y·
Mr. Dudley Perkins is having a new hie household
Mr. Ramsdell raised 400 barrels of apgoods Saturday afternoon.
Mr.
of
into
his
furnace
store
Page
carloads
to
by
put
He has shipped two
nles
later
on.
another
Fryeburg.
England and will send
SAVES TWO FROM DEATH.
The ladies of the Methodist Circle met
E. Tripp, while shingling an old
id an almost
"Our little
Thursday
roof recently, took off pieces of birch at Mrs. Gardner Norton's
fatal attack
cough and
bark which were put on to cover the evening. About thirty took supper.
held by the newly mar- bronchitis," writes Mrs. W. K. Havilaud,
The
Τ
ι
reception
ago.
racks^nearly seventy yean
of Armonk, Ν. Y., "but, when all other
bark was discolored but in quite a gooc ried Mr. and Mrs. Willard McCusick, in
Odd Fellows Hall, Saturday evening, remedies failed, we saved her life with
state of preservation.
Dr. King's New Discovery. Our niece,
J. E. Bartlett of Boston is visiting his was largely attended by the neighbors
and friends and many beautiful presents who had Consumption in an advanced
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vt. h. Bartlett.
were presented.
An' oyster supper was stage, also used this wonderful medicine and to-day she is perfectly well."
North Paris.
served in the upper hall.
Desperate throat and lung diseases yield
John Keevea shot a deer near Ben
to Dr. King's New Discovery afl to no
Sumner.
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JAMES N. FAVOR, ΗΜΤ8Κ"""
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SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular· address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
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-
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ïfct Oxford
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standing near sought to console him and
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THANKSGIVING GOODS
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LEAVITT,
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Norway, Me.

QLENWOOD WOOD PARLORS

White Chester Boar,

$16.00

$14.00

Registered,

THE BRIGHT OAK COAL HEATER

|
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—

Glenwood

(

Copiée

and

$25.00

Atlantic

Ranges

STANDARD QUALITY.
they
Suit.
Cook

Prices

POCKET KNIVES OF ALL KINOS, from FIVE CENTS to ONE
DOLLAR, BUTCHER KNIVES, from TEN to FIFTY CENTS.

—

Do not forget you get the Saturday Evening Post
with every fifty cent purchase on Saturdays.

tl-H

following

Eerience

£

Îable

I

Shoe

forget
repairing

COME AND SEE ME,

Repairing

THE YOUTH'S COMPANIOP

I WILL SAVE YOU MONEY

WM. C. LEAVITT,

HOMBMAiBBS· COLUMN.

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

Oomsncadaaca on topic» of lnm—> t»0»h>dl <
U KjQcltod. Address : Idto HomniKM
COLO», Oxford Democrat, Paris. If Um

Expaad*.

The C*a«errat*ry

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 206 Ivers &
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moviug into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 81
additional Ivers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

Ko. 35».—Charade.

My first la one of the months of the
third
Jrar. my second a pinch, my
jOuroelf. my fourth delayed, and uiy
whole to treat with the bauds.
\o. .15».—A

Doan's

Kidney Pills

Mr. J. Ε. Π. Townsend. of Townsend
Bros., earrlaife manufacturer*. of iy JetTerstreet. Beildefortl, Me., «ays: '"We used
Ooau's Kidney 1'ills In our family. an<l
found them a most valuable remedy. There
are so many useless remedies on the market
hat wbeu one is found which experience
for It. It Is a
prows does what is claimed
I
pleasure to endorse that preparation.
at John Bertills
Ρ rod (fed Doau's Kidney
and
ry s drug store, uuder Hotel Thacher,
the satisfactory results obtained warrant·
me in tnafcluj; the above statement."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drug
stores; 50 cents. Foster-MUburu Co., Buf.
falo, Ν. Ï.
sou

Scientific American.

-not* '.I1n*trnt^1 woeklr.
ll ation of «η» wientlUo Jourtiul.
year: four months, ft &>1<1 by oil

A hruuls

PAIirOlO

I.nreoet dr.
Tenu». (3 a
newwleuler*.

ufllflLllflu

& Co.3618ro^ New York
DflUNN
Branch irttcu, «25 Κ St_ Washington, D. C.

w.

<

Boys
who

are

opportuuity

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to

Mo. Μβ.-Word I'aiile.

Xo.

simple Indiges-

tion.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Prepared

size, which sells for 50c.
by a. O. DeWITT * OO..

Sold

W. H. Winchester,

m

OHIOAO0

S. RICHARDS,

m

Catalogues sent

on

ON

In his

Halm is pluccd Into the nostrils, spread»
the ULiiibranc and is absorbed. Relief is imuu'dia:aacd a cure follows. It is not drying—Joe»
r«t produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 eents at Druggi?:« or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
iiLY lmoTlIEKS, 56 Warren Street, New York
ream

Ills of

CfllLDHOOD
I-lver. stomach anil bowel com·
plaint*. blood disorder*. reverteh
nées. uervousneft·. and the irritu
Unit »'"! debilitating condition·
brought on bv worms, >rv ijuickly re
lievcd and permanently cuml by

own

dull,

lazy way.

Xo. 3Ui.-BehndinKi.

a sea

map aud leave au uni-

She Took llliu I'p.
The call had become tedious.
"I really must go." he said.
"Oh, you men are such deceivers."
she returned coyly. "I wish we girls

believe all
Eveuiug Post.

could

you

say."—Chicago

Key to the Pussier.
No. 345.—Word Square: 1. Yards. 2.
Azure. 3. Rural. 4. Drawl. 5. Sells.
No. 34ti.—Subtractions: S-c-ale. sale.
K-l-og, fo«. tilu-m-e. glue.
No. 347.—Hidden Wolds: Initials—
Robespierre. I. Rover. 2. Other. 3.
Bunch. 4. Ether. 5. Start »ί. Piper.
T. India. 8. Entry. {>. Rider. 10. River.
11. Erect.
Xo. 34S.-A Questiou: VI sages.
No. 349.—Charade: O-pie-elght (opi-

Dr. Trae's Elixir

It la a wonderful tunic and builder of
Makes weakly chilHeali and u>iieole.
For over SO
dren Strom; and robust.
year* used and praised by mothers
3i ivnN at all drugiiiaU.
everywhere

patterns and clean

to close out odd

financier.

Behead a child's talk aud leave a
child's toy.
Behead an article seen on your table
at every meal and leave what you must
not be at school.
Behead amusement and leave a place

Situated 3 miles from South Paris
Oxford road.
on the East
Contains 200 acres. Lots of wood
and pine. Buildings in good repair. pain.
Behead
Inquire of SARAH P. PAGE,
OKI Ladies' Home, Norway. mal.
Or of H. M. Berry at the farm.

depot

—

a

for ships.
Behead a hi^h moral quality and
leave a woman's name.
Behead something which gives pleasure and leave something which gives

Farm for Sale.

Carpets

Wool

plantation.

A landlord received a letter and became a specter.
A player of a stringed instrument received u letter which made him a swindler.
A petty thief received a letter which

along

over

A LOW PRICE
—

Lij *3 Croatit Bain

quickly.

application.

A worker in lustrous metals received
a letter which utade him the owner of

Xo. 301.—Anagriuu Verne.
We drove along by the ··*·,
··*·
and I. each day.
With a little ·**· horse that ambled

%u.-es,sooUiei au.', lu
lie dise- ed atcx'<M. o.
ιβ
J t cures catarrh at·'.
iway α ould iu llic i.<.ad

Ν. H.

Berlin,

lu all ito stares there
rli'>i.i bo (.ieuuanoe.

<

Supplies.

Xo. :151».—Pontmun'a I'utilr,

;t<;o.—Metaeram.
1. A kind of perfume. 2. A tending
3. A kind of cake. 4. A
to darkness.
long, pointed tooth of certain animals.
5. The covering of certain fruits.

0AT1S H

(

of very volatile fluid, ϋ. To whinny,
7. Notion. 8. Royal. U.
as a horse.
10. Imaginary.
l'assage into a bay.
11. To express gratitude to for a favor.
12. More secure.

Xo.

Nasal

I

The centrais name something in nathat is beautiful in early fall.
Crosswords: 1. A triangular end of a
building. 2. It lib bed with oil. 3. Extols. 4. Covered with dust. 3. A kind

ture

made him

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Acroatle.

Xo. 35S.—Central

a

by V. A. Shurtleff A,Co.

OPTICIAN,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

cords, Blanks, Horns, and

sea

Then 1 am every where—on earth.
On sea or In the sky.
Behead me now; I may grow old.
Yet I'm a fragile thing;
Once more, and single as I am,
I've captured many a king.

'

It la a scientific fact that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to. but are the direct result of IndlCHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Ication. All food taken Into the stomach
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
Mechanic Falls, Me.
swells the stomach, puffing It up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action ot
the heart, and In the course of time that
J. WALDO
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kauble.flf Nevada. 0..aays: I had stomach
trouble and was ta a bad state as 1 had heart trouble
with It. 1 took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about fotf
Booths and It cored me.
MASONIC BLOCK,
Kodol Digests What You Kaft
NORWAY.
Connection.
Telephone
and relieves the stomach of all nerrooi
strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottle· only. $1.00 Size holding 2% time· the Md

R·

My home is really in the
Until I lose an eye:

promptly tilled.

can

PMs,

Crosswords: 1. To be in great plenty.
2. Equipment. 3. A kind of aromatic
nut. 4. A month. 5. To form into a
camp. G. Border.

Hearts

open to

are

season.

357.—'Triangle.
1. A city in Maine. 2. To use too
4. A
3. To replace a hasp.
much.
Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
Sin. 0. A reptile. 7.
characteristic.
one hundred people who have heart troubla
Due-third of needle. S. A letter.
remember when it was

to learn the shoe busi-

Good

ness.

pleasant

Part», Hie.

Weak

about 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

boys

Mo. 353.—Diagonal.
All the words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and written one below another iu the order here given the diagonal
ι beginning with the upper left hand
letter and ending with the lower right
In:ml letter) will spell the name of a

haiih,

p.

Mall orders

IN SHOE FACTORY.

Several

SUPPLIES !

u

St., South

43 nain

Wanted

photographic

9.

up stock.

ate).

No. 350.- Famous Poems: "The Pied
l'he Cotter's Sat1'ip *r of Hamelin.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

urday Night."
No. 351.—Connected Diamonds:
IL

L

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Special
MAINE.

NORWAY,
I]. W.

Club Offer.

special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled tu utTer that
best of all agricultural papers
By

«HANDLER,

a

Builders' Finish ! lite New England Farmer

I will furnish IMMJKS aud WINDOWS ot any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window dt Door Frames.

If In want of aov kind of Unlsh for Inside or
Pine Lum
Outside work. send In your order·
ber ami Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

M at·'he. I liant Wood Floor lUxirle for Mile.

E.

W.

(IIWDLIK.
Maine.

West Sumner

20

10

horses, two-seated

carriages (open),

1

attaching to this proposition is that
subscriptions to the Farmer shall
ones.

LIFE,

MAY
SAVE
YOURS

Home Telephone Call, ΐυβ-5.
Andrews House Stable Call. 108-11.

"Every

By

Dam,

Dare

Jewel,

2:11 i-a,

Devil,

a

NO PAID ADVERTISEMENT

King."

record

2

roç.

2 :ai

1-2.

Send for circular.

W. J
South

Pari*,

"Mrs. L.uira Morrow, of New Vineyard, tell·
the editor that the Trac *L. V.' Atwixxl'a BiUara
u the mdtclce *hlch euveJ L«r life, and she
wUheaua to toll the mwutactureraof that medicine that ahe ia truly grateful to them. And we
will add that : i* ia M paid adYertlemient.M—
Kauminutos.M· AotchtIskb, May 3, 1801.

For Narvoueneaa, Disordered Stoaack Mi
bowel». Liver Trouhlea, etc.* the
True "L. P." Medici·· Is ■
Nevcr-iailiog Ktaedjr

dam of Lord March,

and Point Dexter,

Wheeler,

We Do all Kind· of....

C A It Ρ 1 S U

CUTTKRS

CAPKR

TRICK

A L Κ

SOT

Κ

S

352.—Reversals:

Moor,

room.

1

CURED OF PILES AFTER 40 YEARS.
Mr. C. Haney of Geneva, O., had the
piles for 40 years. Doctors and dollars
could do him no lasting good. DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve cured him permanently. Invaluable for cnts, burns, bruises,
sprains, lacerations, eczema, tetter, salt
rheum, and all other skin diseases.
Look for the name DeWitt on the package—all others are cheap, worthless
counterfeits. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
<k Co.

She—"There is a woman whom I
envy. And, curious as it may seem, she
envies me." He—"How can that be?"
She—"We were both after the same nan
—and I married him."

Exposure to a sudden climatic change
produces cold in the head, and catarrh
is apt to follow. Provided with Ely's
Cream Balm you are armed against
Nasal Catarrh. Price 50 cents at Druggists or Ely Brothers, δβ Warren Street,
New York, will mail it
The Balm
cures without pain, does not irritate or
cause sneezing.
It spreads itself over
an irritated and angry surface, relieving
immediately the painful inflammation,
cleanses and cures. Cream Balm quickly cures a cold.
Hubby—"Did you
woman who ^parried

read

about

testinal

indigestion.

may at first stimulate the appetite, but eventually the over-eating thus

They

induced, together with the inflammation
destroys the appetite.

set up,

used
sparingly by those who mqve to the
warmer climates, and the diet be made to
consist largely of vegetables and fruits.
There is a great variety of tastes
among different people as to spices and
condiments, their selection amounting
in some instances to a race characteristic,
Hence we see the Persian demanding
his asafetida, which no other race can
tolerate; the Spaniard and Mexican their
garlic, the East Indian his curry, and the
Frenchman his salad with vinegar.
The continuous association of certain
condiments with certain foods makes it
difficult to recall the flavor of one without that of the other.
Mustard with meats, black pepper
with eggs or beans, red pepper with
oysters, vinegar with lettuce, lobster,
etc., are instances of this sort; and being
deprived of the usual condiment the food

Strong condiments should be

tastes

insipid.

When we come to the feeding Of invalids, in whom it is generally necessary
to please the palate if we would pre erve
the appetite, this apparently trifling
fact looms up into one of great importance, seeing a little tact on the part of
those who cook for the sick in the way
of varying the flavor from day to day
will induce the invalid to take a larger
amount of food.

Parsley, thyme,

sage,

marjoram,

or

mint added to beef tea or meat broths,
will break the monotony of the continuous use of these things.
It is said that thirteen million pounds
of black pepper are annually consumed
in the United States. It is often adulterated, as is also its congener, red pepper.
In the case of the latter, adulteration
inay be detected by placing a sample in
water, when, if pure, it will float in the
water. If any precipitate fall, it is most
likely red lead.
For children, the most desirable flavors
are cinnamon and ginger.
For invalids, to these we may add nutmeg, cloves, mace and allspice and others, though any spice or condiment
should be used in moderation here.
Mustard is perhaps the most likely to
have an irritant effect in the stomach.—
Ladies' World.

Keep

Your Mouth Shut.

silence is sometimes golden,
the above is not intended as an injunction to the reader to refrain from speaking. But it is, withal, good advice from
the hygienic point of view.
in the tirst place, the nose was given
us to breathe through, and is admirably
fitted for the purpose for which it was
designed. It is at the same time a
furnace and a tilterer, by which the air
may be both heated and purified before
passing through the throat and air tubes
into the lungs. On its inner surface are
innumerable tine hairs, so arranged as to
point outward, which catch and hold impurities that, finding their way into the
system, might cause disease. For this
reason, one who breathes through the
mouth is much more liable to various
contagious diseases than is one who has
formed the habit of breathing as nature

Though

intended.
The air, in its passage through the

nose, besides having foreign substances
and impurities arrested before reaching
other organs, is heated to a temperature
that is not chilling to the tissues of the
throat and other passages through which
it must pass. Just as other organs and
muscles become incapacitated through
disuse, so the nose that is not depended
upon to perform the function for which
it was designed sometimes loses its
power. Many a case of nasal catarrh
can be traced to the fact that the sufferer lias formed the habit of sleeping with
the mouth open.
Mothers should see to it that their
children in babyhood sleep with their
mouths closed. Earliest youth is the
time in which to correct any tendency to
breathe through the mouth rather than
the nose. One may prese a baby's lips
together after it falls asleep, and they
will remain so, unless a nasal trouble bas
already developed, in which caee a physician should be consulted, who may
remedy a weakness which, if neglected,
would mean after years of suffering.
Even when we leave the nose and
throat out of consideration, there is another very good reason why a person
should cultivate the habit of breathing
properly. The teeth, when even slighly
decayed, are a hotbed for disease. Any
foreign substance in them decomposes
much more rapidly when exposed to the
action of the air, and furnishes life to
any disease germs to which it gives
lodgment. These same germs, which
would have been denied admittance to
the system through the nose, find no opposition in the mouth.
The teeth, too, are kept in a better
state of preservation when one breathes
correctly, since they decay more readily
when exposed to the influence of the air.
—Ladies' World.

There was, in fact, glut in the market
of available timber for official sinecures.
The clamor for office was deep, loud,
and insistent. The new senator pondered over the prerogatives that, rightfully
or'unrigbtfully, belong to the toga-bearHe finally saw bis
ers of tbe nation.
opportunity. At least he thought be
did.
Straightway, with true Senatorial
dignity be summoned four of bis henchHe promised them choice berths
men.
in the consular service. Such appointperments are recognized Senatorial
quisites. He took his four friends to the
State Department, and brushed past tbe
sable-hued messenger, who vainly tried
to explain that Secretary Hay was busily
a

engaged

on

pressing international

mat-

me

CAUTION!

This is not a gentle word—but when
to
you think how liable you are not
purchase the only remedy universally
known and a remedy that has had the
largest sale of any medicine in the world
since 1868 for the cure and treatment of
Consumption and Throat and Lung
troubles without losing its great popularity all these years, you will be thankful we called your attention to Boschee's
German Syrup. There are so
many

ordinary cough remedies made by druggists and others that are cheap and good
for light colds perhaps, but for severe
Coughs, Bronchitis, Croup—and especially for Consumption, where there is difficult expectoration and coughing during
the nights and mornings, there is nothing like German Syrup. The 25 cent
size has just been introduced this year.
Regular size 75 cents. F. A. Shurtleff

& Co.

Binks—"Will you shut up when I'm
I never interrupt you, do I?"
Mrs. Binks—"No, you go to sleep, you

talking?

wretch!"

A REMARKABLE CASE.
One of the most remarkable cases of a

cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing
pneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude E.
Fenner, Marion, Ind., who was entirely
cured by the use of One Minute Cough
Cure. She says: "The coughing and
straining so weakened me that I ran
down in weight from 148 to 02 pounds,
i tried a number of remedies to no avail
until I used One Minute Cough Cure.

Pour bottles of this wonderful remedy
cured me entirely of the cough, strengthened my lungs and restored me to my
normal weight, health and strength.'1
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"I don't believe, Friedrich, you'd care
very much If I fell over this precipice."
"O, yes, I should. You remember you
have the luncheon."
A SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does for the
stomach that which it is unable to do
for itself, even when but slightly dis-

ordered

or

Kodol Dyspep-

over-loaded.

the natural juices of
digestion and does the work of the stomach, relaxing the nervous tension, while
the inflamed musclée of that organ are
allowed to rest and heal. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you eat and
enables the stomach and digestive organs
to transform all food into rich, red
blood. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
sia Cure

supplies

Kind Lady—"And you say you have
Baked Apples with Nut Filling.
gone through many, many reverses?"
I wuz
I was present the other day while a Chesterfield Joe—"Yes, lady.
dancing master and I taught
friend was preparing apples to bake in once er
de two-step."
an unusual way, to me, at least.
The apples were first pared and the
NAME.
cores removed; they were then filled
From personal experience I testify
with sugar and English walnut meats, that DeWltt's Little
Early Risers are
sprinkled with cinnamon and baked. unequalled as a liver pill. They are
Served in dainty sauce dishes, with
rightly named because they give strength
make a very agreeable and
ci earn, they
energy and do their work with ease.
change from the ordinary baked apple. —W. T. Easton, Boerne, Texas. ThouThe apples were sweet ones.
sands of people are using these tiny little
My friend informed me that they were pills in preference to all others, because
delicious served with whipped cream.
they are so pleasant and effectual. They
She sometimes uses dates for filling; in cure
biliousness, torpid liver, jaundice,
this case not quite so much sugar is resick headache, constipation, etc. They
lend
them· do not
quired. Sour apples do not
purge and weaken, but cleanse
eelves so readily to this treatment, owing and
strengthen. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
to their propensity to fall to pieces dur- &
Co.
ing the baking process.
"Maria, I want a chicken smothered
Growing girls and boys need the very in gravy for dinner." Cook—"If ye
best of bread and butter. It goes with- want it killed in as cruel a way as that,
out saying, among the intelligent, that ye'll have ter do it yerself, mum!"
homemade whole wheat bread fills the
bill because it furnishes brain, bone and
muscle-building material.

A~GOOD

f native ftromo
^uresaCoMiaOneDay,

Quinine

Crjtal Days

Butter according to high authority,
is the most complex oil that can be
taken into the system, and it is now
recommended that pale, thin, antemic
children, and children with tuberculous
Schoolmaster—"Now, air, what do
tendencies, should be encouraged to eat yon suppose I am goiag to do with this
plenty of butter instead of taking the re- switch?" Pupil—'Tleaae sir, I should
pulsive cod-liver oil, unless the latter is like to retire for a time and think It

well-borne by the stomach.

Cold baths stimulate and harden peoa ple who are robust, so that they do not

nnr

"

COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
8TOPS

THE

Every department written by specialist», tbe
their respective line*.
No other paper pretend· to eooi|iare with it lo

qualifications of editorial etaff.
Glvea the agricultural NEWS

with a «legr** of
oompleteneae not even attempted by others.
INDISPENSABLE

Magie labwrlpUoa, |l.!H)i
Two

to

buy a postal

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

specimen

City,

for a

a

One second hand Ivers & Pond pian>.
walnut caae, for $990, worth $300.

Na-

tional Illustrated Agricultural Weekly foi
Farmers and their families, and EVERY
issue

contains

instructive

matter

and

I have a nice oak case organ at Ham
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

en-

One second band Kstey organ
Paris, almost new, for

tertaining to EVERY member of the family.
The price is $1.00 per year, but if you like
local newspaper, The Democart, So.

Me., at

Both papers

bargain.

a

year

Send your order and money to "The Dem-

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Me.

W. J.

The New-York
Eastern
Tribune
Tri-Weekly

AS

DAILY
NEWSPAPER.

published

Mondays, Wednesdays

on

Fridays,

and

Freight always

Heavy Team Horses.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
you a free

sample

copy.

I have several
horses for sale.
worked

You are mad at
say a the Romoc

over

down
seen

worked,

business

everything,

man

nerve

man.

A.W. Walker & Son,
Dealer· In

ICE AND COAL,
Granite Work, Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, etc.

Complete Supply

Dou't cover your barn with a
mortgage. Use

Won't you
lease buy a
ottle of
Romoc
my

Paroiti

a s s u r-

that it
will do you
good, and
you will beone of the
In this city

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

stauding tradition,

JUk tar ROMOC LAXATIVE TABLETS—SURE CURE FOR CONSTVATWIL
We have iMMKtostad Romoc. He know that all that it laid by the Homo«
to ant/one the
pertaining to this wonderful remedy it true, and we trill refund
price of the remedy not eatisfled with the remit» obtained. Mememkev, JImn it
and
sold
by
guaranteed

QUAKER

Roofing

unexcelled permanent roofing (or
buildings of all kinds. Economical, durable and easy to apply. Any one can put
it on and it stays where you put it. Complete roofing kit with each roll. Our book.
Building Economy," tells all abuut
Ineïnensiv·· Viildin»*. lt'« free f> *on.
18. P. MAXIM A SON, A Kent*, 80. Pari·.
the

ance

wrong. As soon as you step on ship
board and sail, the horizon, being clear
and definite, sheds the need for a
long "I," and at sea it rhymes with
"orizon." In the army a route Is always called a "rowte." Moreover, tin·

for Masons.

SOUTH PARI5, Mi?. Telephone Connection.

world.

CO.,

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

people just like you before;

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

of large work

These horses have
through the winter

W. J

to the
brokenI have

almost willing to break up your home on account
of those irritating nerves of yours. Now, take m\
advice and get over this nervousness. There Is no need of it. Just take
Romoc and it will not be very many days before you will find that your
Your digebtion will immediately Imnerves are quieter and stronger.
Little things will cease to irritate
prove and your appetite increase.
Nature's
is
own
remedy. It
Romoc, you know,
is
and
one hundred percent
tones up the entire system
just
break
that
than
for
better
down, rather than
drugs
you
alcohol. Such medbuild up, or remedies which contain
but they drop you
icinet may lift you up for a while,
back to earth
with a sickening thud.
All I ask you
to do Is to give
Romoc a fair
trial, and you
will realize that
our best friend
• Nature, and
that Romoc,her
remedy, is the
greatest medicine
i η
the

calls a horse au "orse," and the order
Is "stand to 'orses."—London Globe.

pairs

hauling logs. Also two or three
pairs of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.

Could Kick a Dog.

Queer I'aen of Engllah.
No man living perhaps can pronounce
the English language aright at all
times and in all places, for correctness
depends largely on time and place, and
sometimes to l>e right you must be

low as other lines

Hi Papers One Year for $2.25.

been

"

as

and contains all the most important news of The Daily All freight via tbe steamers of this Com
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
pany is insured against Fire and Marine
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not Risk.
touch
close
be
in
time for a daily newspaper you may
kept
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
Portland, Me.
Wharf,
NEW
of
THE
TRI-WEEKLY
YORK
The regular price
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat, Manager.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
General offices Foster's Wharf,
Boston, Mass.

bring

eyes twinkled with
"That," said she, "Is the

DIVISION.

Fare $1.00, Portland
to Boston. Staterooms $1.00 to 81..V».
an
almost
for
Franklin
a
leave
wharf, Port
is
Steamers
busy people,
metropolitan newspaper
good a» a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei land, and India wharf, Boston, daily ex
brings it to your door three times every week.
cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
It is

A

matron's

Steamship Company.

Keduced Kate.

AS

"I'm not
heard

the next morning.

IVTnln#

PORTLAND

GOOD

I've

The Illuethroat.
There Is conclusive evidence to show
that in one unbroken nocturnal (light
the European bird known as the northern bluetliroat pass<>s from central Africa to the German sea. a distance of
l.tJOO miles, making the journey in nine
hours. From its winter home in Africa
observations have determined that 11
starts after sunset, arriving at its fat
northern summer haunts before dawn

Wheeler,

BIIXtNUS BLOCK,

*Aitth Purls.

ALMOST

six

octave, walnut case, never been burr,
that cost f 123, for $6S.
One eecond hand square piano, a nice
one, for $115, worth $140.

only $1.75.

ocrat," So. Paris,

South

One second band Worcester organ, 11

Paris,

one

at

stops, in nice condition, for $45.
One second band Dyer & Hughes,

it you can secure it with your own favorite

The selections were all new to the
March"
young man till the "Wedding

on

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
octave, almost new
cane, Pease piano,
for $184.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for §900, worth I2.W.

copy.

The New-York Tribune Farmer is

pianist.

long

Pianos ïHps

card and send to Tbe New-

York Tribune Farmer, New-York
free

Uader a New Title.
The Washington Post credits a whitt
haired matron of that city with a clevShe was listening, in
er musical Joke.
from the
company with a young man
state department, to the music of a

cavalry, by

LUTHEB TUCKER A SON,
AlbanT, Ν. T.

Cost One Cent

movement he exclaimed. "At last!"
"Ah. my dear fellow." exclaimed the
other conductor, "surely Beethovei·
made a mistake. Ile thought it was the
end of the last movement."

Prayer.'

SPECIMEN COPIES

Only

It Will

r«nia.

will be mailed free on request. It will pay any
body interested In any way In country lire u,
send for them. Addreas the publishers

Main Street.

99 A.

Trip !M(

Fear Meathi' Trial

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me

ghost that after the end of the first

'Maiden's

OF LARUER CLVBS.

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

Mention this paper.

SabeerlpUoM, |t.SOt
Five Subscriptions, |$.ΐιι,

SPECIAL· INDUCEMENTS TO RAIIF.IIH

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

symphonies,

The

WHO WISH TO
WITH THE TIME*.

KfcEP VP

the ghosts of dead composers Inspired
his conducting of their works. One day
Zumpe told another conductor of note
how Beethoven's spirit was present
durin;r the performance of one of the
and so pleased was the

mischief.

TO

BE91DENTS

COUNTRY

ALL

Some curious anecdotes are related of
Hermann Zumpe. the Wagnerian con·
ductor at Municli. He was well known
to be a spiritualist and believed that

of Mendelssohn began.
"That's familiar," said he.
strong on music, but I know
that before. What Is It?"

THE

highest authorities In

Baby Snake·.
The young of the poisonous species
of serpents, deserted from the very first

Snrcantlo Retort.

Agricultural NEWSpaper,

Leading Aolciiltml Journal of tie World.

Polaoiioua

A

1831

AND ADMITTEDLY

Victoria.
up to the accession of Que<*q

strangest part

in such a way that I have
been sorry for her ever since."

rejected

The ONLY

at a profit, while it was also "forestalling" to circulate rumors calculoted to
raise the prices of commodities.
Though these laws have fallen into
desuetude, they were In force in our
ingrandfathers' time. At Preston, for
stance, there were prosecutions almost

—

toinouoncu

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

the same market or near it. and the
latter Implied the purchase of merchandise on the way to market or before
the hour at which the market commenced, with the intention of selling

The Senator and the quartet of
snakes, are as dangerous
would be officeholders etalked single by the parent
from the moment they
full
if
as
grown
desk.
file toward Secretary Hay's
of α
"I'm Senator Blank," said the Senator. enter the world. The proprietor
"Good morning," replied the author Philadelphia museum learned this to
of "Little Breeches."
his cost. In a big glass case partitioned
"And these are Mr.
," etc. "of my through the mtfldle by a wire screen
State," added the Senator.
there lived side by side an eleven foot
The Secretary quietly nodded recogni- anaconda
(of the constrictor family»
tion.
and a colony of cotton mouth mocthe
continued
Mr.
Secretary,"
"Now,
casins. It was im|K)ssihle for the mocSenator, "I've been examining the consuthe narrow
lar list and I find that my great common- casins to glide through
to ven
wealth is not adequately represented meshes of the screen or even
there. My state hasn't its quota of ture an occasional "strike" at their
places, and I have now selected some of large and peaceful neighl>or. But durthe desirable posts for some of the de- ing the night a brood of young cotton
serving men of my state."
mouths unexpectedly appeared—babies,
A cold, impenetrable expression stole
not five inches long. They squirmed
over the face of the Premier of theRoosethe meshes of the partition
velt Cabinet. It was a look he assumes through
and before they had Ικκηι two hours in
on eccasions of grave moment, and one
over
that a number of the Diplomatic Corps this world were gliding Joyfully
bave learned to recognize as a sign to the lifeless body of the huge constrictor,
look to their laurele.
which lay poisoned by the youngsters'
"For instance?" suggested Hay.
fangs.
"Well, here's Stuttgart. It's a good
post, pays well, and desirable all around.
Wealey on Wedlock.
I would like that appointment made
In an interesting little tract on "Marfirst."
by Joint Wesley, the founder of
"Certainly. Wait a moment. I'll riage"
all the duties of a wife are
Methodism,
And Secretary
Hay
look into it."
in two rules—namely, that
pressed a button. "Send for the appoint- summed up
herself as the inment
clerk," ho ordered. The latter she must recognize
ferior of her husband and that she
hurried in.
These were
Mr. Hay's face became as solemn as tho must behave as such.
visages of the Goths in the olden days. John Wesley's theories, and that his
"Mr. Mosher," he inquired, "why did
simpractice may have been somewhat
not you report to me that the consul at
ilar is shown by the following sentent
Stuttgart is dead?"
from a letter to his wife: "lie content
"But, Mr. Secretary—"
a
private, insignificant person,
"I want to know, sir, why you failed to be
known and loved by <iod and me."
to report that fact to me?"
this subject
"But, Mr. Secretary, we have no such John Wesley's opinions on
report—no advices even to indicate that were perhaps the fruit of his experilie had been ill."
ence. but it is also possible that they
"Sure?"
were a cause rather than an effect, and
"Certainly, sir."
that the thorniness of his marital relaHay turned to the Senator. "Senator,' tions may have been in a measure
he said, "there's some mistake. You
The traceable thereto.
misinformed.
must have been
consul at Stuttgart is still alive."
There was an awkward silence. The
Studio· Tliat Are Workroom·.
Secretary stood grim and somber. The
All of the artists' studios in New
four who had coveted tbe foreign posts
not the magnificent Interiors
shifted position uneasily. The Senator York have
On the con
boiled with indignation. But suddenly, that romance suggests.
from somewhere in his inner sub-con- trary. a great many of the most ef
sciousness, there came a realization of feet ire pictures are turned out from
the situation, and of the futility of argu- rooms that are absolutely destitute ol
ment. He and his bevy of political ad- furniture, except for the working tools
herents lost no time in filing out, while
of the artist himself. Costly draperies,
Secretary Hay, confronted with problems beautiful
objects of art. often take the
of world-wide moment, but none the less
attention of (lie painter from his work,
a ready friend of consular reform, smiled
and resumed the consideration of treaty- and there are quite a uuuiber of the
most successful artists in the city
making.—Collier's Weekly.
whose studios are bare and comfortless
Height of Diplomacy.
as far as decorations are concerned.
Πβ—"Clara Dimpleton has more tact They are regarded by the painter as
has
just workrooms pure and simple, and :esthan any girl I ever met. She
refueed to marry me."
tlicticism is confined to the imagination
"You don't seem to feel very much
New York
of the painter himself.
cut up."
of it. She Press.
"That's the
ters.

one man thinking readily take cold; but thej are
positive- Laxative
he was another?" Wife—"That's noth- ly dangerous for persons with weak
Bromo-Quinlne Tablets cure
taken
such
are
at great a oold In one day. No Cure, no Pay.
and
the
same
Lota
of
women
do
by
hearts,
ing.
thing
FrloeSSoeata.
oo81 of vitality.
Atwood 4 Fortw, tout* Pari·. every day in the weak."

JOB PRINTING.
Maine

FISKAPPLEDUCATIOS

all

SAVED
HER

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.

Inch

FAULT
CKACKKR

Suitor—"I have come to ask for your
be daughter's hand."
Her Dad—"Ah!
Address or call at the office of That won't do for me, sir. You'll take
all or none. Hand, indeed !"

nice three seated

DECORATE,

ASS IK

TO CURB A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
at $2.25 per year in advance.
Subscrip- All druggists refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
tions may begin now and will be sent fails to cure.
The only condition on each box. 25c.
until Jan. 1, 1903.

bicycle

Black Stallion,

ADD

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

carriages,

top buggies, 4 surries, 4

κ

FIR
ASCKTIC

No.

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

Livery Stock (or Sam !

ρ

Read, dear.

in conuection with

new

these things are absolutely necessary to the securing and maintaining
of health; yet so accustomed are all
classes of people to their use that without them many articles of diet soon pall
upon the appetite, notwithstanding that
Plutarch said that "hunger and salt
should be man's only sauce."
Many cases of feeble digestion are
benefited by their use in moderation.
This is one side of the question—the
beneficial side. Let us take a peep at
the other, the harmful side, for such
there is.
The kinds of these articles most apt to
be used to excess are the peppers, curry,
pickles and vinegar.
Excessive use of these substances sets
up an inflammation of the stomach, with
more or less gastric catarrh resulting,
which progressing, may give us aleo inuone or

Relieve the aches of a bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney aud Bladder troubles.

»nd «kWTtptlon ni*T
Anro:i<> ·(>·«.itr _· η
au
quietly !».·> ·«·« mi our «pillion free whether
y pmtiit iNn. Com munie»·
luwii'' ·η μ ρ: ι.η
•lotinnrictlj < "iiUilenttuI. It.tuUbookuli l'Ktenta
free. t'Mi.-U aui'iir* for «eroritiit patenta.
«··
thr uifh Munu A Co. receive
t'ai en;*
without chwrvo, in the
tffi uil

that in themselves furnish but little
nourishment to the system, their offioe
being as adjuncts to the diet, serving to
give relish and flavor to food, some of
which would otherwise be insipid and
without special character, to recommend
it to the palate.
Contrary to the rule, onions and garlics serve the double purpose of food
and condiment combined.
While condiments and spices are not
generally to be considered as foods, yet
in proper amounts they are of use in the
economy, serving to increase the flow of
saliva and the desire for food, as well as
the gastric juice.
In some dyspeptic conditions where
the stomach lacks tone,—is in an atonic
state—these things excite it to activity
and consequently secure a better digestion, this being especially true of mus-

tard, cayenne pepper and boree-rndish.
However, with the exception of salt,

Hard to keep up
With auy Kiduey ills·

Me.

County,

Quotation.

Constant backache—
Tired all the time.
Nerves ou edjfe.
Distressing Urinary troubles.

WHEELER, Agent,

South Paris, Oxford

Familiar

Can't Stand It

From tho Boston Herald, the Itnidiug
newspaper of New Ku^land, in its issue
of July 18, 1902.

W. J.

Spices and Condiments.
Spices and condiments are substances

t

yUH

Early lOeblaêi ui Corsera.
The Consul Who was not Dead.
was an offense punish"Engrossing"
of
the
chessboard
on
It la not alone
able In England by One and Imprisonof
that
Secretary
International politics
'tws aguinst it struck at
State John Hay displays his diplomacy. ment, and tlio
He is a strategist of no mean order in those—called 'engrossers"—who planfoiling the moves of powerful opponents neil to gain control over necessities,
in the game of Congressional spoils.
such as grain or food stuffs in considNot long ago a well-known Western erable quantities, either by purchase or
Representative in Congress was chosen otherwise, with the Intention of raising
United States Senator. He immediately
prices.
began to figure what was really due him
The statute book holds quite α series
from the Government in the way of
tbe of enactments designed to prevent anyin
Already
powerful
patronage.
whut we know
Republican councils of his state, the new thing In the nature of
Senator bethought himself of the added as a "corner" or "combine." "Itegratthat should Ing" was α criminal offense, and so was
glory of Government plumsworkers
and
be plucked by his party
"forestalling." The former consisted,
their friends. Their name was legion. of buying and selling the same day in

Mats, Mirrors

&

Pharmacist*.

Mouldings si

Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High Grade

RANGE

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

The All Powerful Hat.
"Now, my dear," said the indulgent
husband, "I have managed to save ur
enough money to Justify us in building
But. first, I am going to
a new home.
fdve you a choice between that and th<
new fall hat you so much desire."

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS.

"Well." said the beautiful wife, "yon

know I

can't wear the house on my

HILLS,

head."—Millinery Trade Review.
Woman.

Jeweler and Graduate

They put the Interrogation to Thomas
I>e Qulncey. "Why are there mort

women than men in the world?" and lu
answered them: "It is In conformity
with the arrangement of nature. We
nlways see more of heaven than ol

Her Advlee.

"Ah," he said as he led her back tf
lier seat after the waltz. "I Just lov<

dancing."

"Well." she replied as she attempted
to repair a torn flounce, "you're not tot
old to learn."—Exchange.
Made It War·.
"I got a cold supper when I went
home tonight, and you bet I kicked
about It."
"Did that do any good?"
"Well, my wife made It warm tot

m*N

rices in OM My.

in the
MODEL are easy

The nickel rails

earth."

QUAKER

to

on

remove

as

they

without bolts.
50 cts.Dewn

,nd

are

50 cts.. w«k ·(

put

NORWAY, MAINE.
To

Housekeepers

on a postal for
offer· and a liberal trial

8en<1 your addreaa

premium

our

inecit
of

quantity

Electro-Silicon

the fanion» «liver polish Died by owner· of valuable Silverware all over the world.
"8tLioox.H 40 Cliff Street, New York

SALESMEN WANTED

la

Variety 8tor·, Norway.

Optician.

Oxford aad adjacent counties.
THX VICTOR OIL

our

Interests

Salary

COMPAKT^

or

